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Hello!

QUAY Magazine relies on YOU to help us celebrate
positive business, and we thank each and every one of
you who has helped us achieve this.
We have been mindful that everyone who is in
business during this time of uncertainty will be
protecting their financial reserves. Advertising, although
clearly important, could have been considered a nonessential cost by some, so therefore, we decided to
combine the Cornwall and Torbay magazines into a
single online-only edition, for the May/June issue.
We offered advertising space in this issue at a greatly
reduced ‘one time only’ rate, as we believe that now,
more than ever, is the time to help and support each
other in any way we can.
This has resulted in us being able to promote over
50 individual businesses, who have either supplied
content, or paid for an advert, in what has become a
whopping, 100+ page online magazine!
We hope each and every one of you will benefit in
some way from reading our first online edition, whether
that’s in the form of acquiring a new contact or client,
learning from the helpful advice and tips within, finding
inspiration for your future endeavours, or simply from
soaking up the positivity contained in the following
pages.
You’ll be seeing some changes to QUAY Magazine
over the coming months, with the biggest one being
that we will only be publishing four bumper-sized
printed editions in each area per year, but alongside
this, we will also be producing further online-only
editions, every month.
Lastly, I’d like to give a BIG Thank You to our amazing
team! Because without them, this magazine could not
have happened.
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Be Different In Business!
Featured article by John Attridge – BBX

In these uncertain times, anyone
who owns or runs a business
(particularly a small to medium
sized one), will have to do a few
things differently in order to get
a good outcome. In fact, the
business landscape may have
changed forever, in many ways.

shocked and uncertain as to whether

months at least] before they consider

their business will survive. For example,

hiring any new staff at all, let alone large

recent surveys suggest that over 40%

numbers of them.

Personally, I believe this crisis will fall

of SMEs do not have the cash reserves
to last more than 2-3 months.

The surviving SME’s will want to be

as agile and lean as possible, and will

A good many people will want to

adopt a strategy which sees them

bunker down in their caves and hope

taking immediate action to resume what

to wait it out. More still will be looking

I call SPPAMW activity (sponsorship,

to abandon their dream of self-

promotion, PR, advertising and

into 3 stages:

employment, and return to a PAYE

marketing, including all web based

Stage 1

position. However, the anecdotal

plans), because they realise that if they

evidence I have acquired from talking

don’t, they will have to come out of

Where we are now, and will continue to

to hundreds of my customers over the

lockdown with an empty sales funnel,

be for the next 2-4 months, is a state

past 3 weeks, suggests there will be

which could take many months to fill.

where a majority of people will be shell-

some medium term delays [i.e. 6-12

www.quaymagazine.co.uk
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Top Tips

Others, like the gin distillery owned by

Is your business still relevant to the

the ex-cricketer Shane Warne, are using

marketplace? If not, you urgently

their machinery to make hand sanitiser,

need to evolve. Can you continue to

because all the pubs and restaurants

work from home? If so, do you have

which bought the gin are closed. So, I

to maintain an office and cover the

would ask, ‘what can you do differently

associated cost? Have you made

in your business?’ For example, some

adjustments to your business plan to

people will be writing a new business

reflect this?

• Value add at all opportunity, instead

Stage 3

restaurant could offer a free bottle of

plan, so when they apply for funding
post-lockdown, it has a better chance of
being accepted by lenders.

Stage 2

This is always the fun part where you
can hopefully take advantage of a
growing market, and get ahead of all

This stage will come after we exit

the others who are not first out of the

lockdown, and it’ll last another 6

blocks.

months or so – perhaps even to the
Spring of 2021.

Consider what things have changed
forever, and how you can take

My top tips for now and beyond, are (in
no particular order):
• Stay positive! Get the naysayers
and doom-mongers out of your life,
including most of the media.
of discounting. For example, a
wine worth £20 if you book a table in
the next month. Here, the cost to the
restaurant for the wine may only be
around £4, but the value added to the
customer is £20. If new customers
take advantage of this offer, then your
customer acquisition cost could be as
low as £4 – which would present an
outstanding return on investment.
• Increase your SPPAMW spending
now, and measure it to the penny!
• Survey your existing customers and
ask them, ‘how can I help you?’
• Ask all your customers what
motivated them to originally do
business with you, then direct your
marketing activity accordingly.
• Collaborate! Who can you work with
to deliver a better combined product?
If you’re a printer, can you connect

The businesses that have made it

advantage. What gaps are there which

with a graphic designer and offer both

through Stage 1 will be looking to

you can fill?

services in a collective way, which

take advantage of an upturn in the
economy. A hundred years of data
suggests that we tend to have a period
of 10-14 years of economic growth,
followed by 2 years of stagnation or
recession, and so this latest challenge
in the form of COVID-19 has created a
perfect storm at the wrong time.

In particular, I believe 3 areas of
business will develop – the first

• Get an industry expert into your

being a shift toward recurring and

business to give you a second (or third)

residual revenue streams, while the

opinion on your processes.

next is businesses looking to replace
discounting with collaboration and
greater value-adding activity. The third
development, will be that people look

If you’re looking to take advantage,

to benefit from complementary revenue

I would recommend focusing on the

streams.

• Measure your spare capacity, i.e.
the difference between the level of
business you’re doing now, and what
you could be doing without increasing
your fixed costs. Then, ask yourself
how you could capture and monetise

following areas.

6

appeals to customers?

this wasted revenue.
www.quaymagazine.co.uk
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• Make it easier for people to pay you!

• Take advantage of every bit of help

might be scary, and you could still take

Can you take card payments? Are

the government can provide – don’t be

a beating, but you’ll be able to look

there any other payment methods you

too proud, shy, or afraid.

yourself in the mirror and say, ‘I gave it

can accept, such as Paypal, Bitcoin,
or perhaps foreign or complementary
currencies, such as BBX?

• Be very wary of high street banks and
read their terms and conditions very

my all, and I never let the b*stards get
me down!’

carefully. Consider getting an expert to

• Get on Linkedin and work on

• Communicate with your creditors,

help you look over them – especially

your contacts; who can you form a

and if you need it, ask them for help.

with ‘payment holidays’, where you

connection with who could help you

All sorts of agreements can be reached

could end up paying many times more

grow your business?

(for example, perhaps you could offer

than the regular payments due.

them some of your goods or services
as part payment?), so don’t ignore your
debts!
• Communicate with your debtors.
Do not be frightened to ask for your
money, and see what terms you can
agree for payment. Again, could you

• Make every day count!

• Keep your direct debits intact. If
everyone does this, money will continue

• Control the controllables. If you can
change something, do it now. If you
can’t, there’s no point worrying about it.
• Use some of your downtime to get

to circulate around the economy, which
will help everyone, as the velocity of the
money supply increases.
• Dare to be different!

more education and training. You could

take any of their goods or services as

even retrain, if necessary.

part payment?

• Take risks! Those who hide in caves

• Surround yourself with great people,

will starve to death. Going outside

https://bbxuk.com

preferably experts in their field.
Consider how you can all help each
other to grow.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

John Attridge C.T.B has founded, grown, and exited businesses as varied
as insurance, car rental and print media, for up to 8 figure sums. He has
worked with giants like Microsoft and Lend Lease, but for the past 31
years is best known for his work in the complementary currency space,
working with over 200,000 SME business owners across 17 countries.
You can contact John at: johnattridgeuk@gmail.com

www.quaymagazine.co.uk
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QUAY
Article

Why Invest In
Print Advertising?

Isn’t everything online nowadays? – Article by QUAY Media
Now more than ever, it may feel
like the world is going digital.
We can access many of our
favourite publications through
their social media accounts
or email newsletters, and
businesses are now investing
more time than ever in their
online presence. But this can be
misleading.

to absorb material we read in print,

Several universities have now published

world, print advertising is now an easier

studies that show we are more likely

than information which we see on a
screen — perhaps due to the physical
connection, or the fact fewer things are
competing for our attention.
But what does this mean for
businesses and advertisers? Put
simply, the value of print advertising is
still alive and well. Instead of becoming
irrelevant in an increasingly digitised
way than ever to stand out.

www.quaymagazine.co.uk

Undivided Attention

Many things compete for our attention,
and they are often digital. Phone
notifications, emails, noisy adverts on
the radio, television, and more. It can
become like white noise we are forced
to tune out.The difference with print
advertising is that you will have the
reader’s full attention. They have made
a conscious choice to sit down, take
time out of their day, and connect with
the print — free from distractions.

9
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This is a completely different process to
driving by a billboard, say, or catching
a glimpse of an ad on a commute. Our
attention may usually be fleeting — but
your print advert doesn’t have to be.

customer sees it.
Print advertising allows you to take
more time to express your values and
core business practices, as well as your
products and services. You may also

Reading a magazine is quiet time for

have a unique selling point, like great

the reader to reflect, connect with the

customer service, or lower pricing than

values, and have the logos, slogans,

your competitors.

and services make a more lasting
impact in their memory.

Long Term Process:
Long Term Results

The process of advertising in print may
be somewhat longer than putting an
advert or offer online, for example,
but a considered approach can pay
dividends. The exposure your print
advert achieves can be longer term;
remaining on the page and in the mind
of the reader for a greater period of
time.
They can revisit your advert if your
services spring to mind again, for
example – a luxury not always
afforded by other forms of advertising.
In contrast, if it has been seen on
television, heard on the radio, or viewed
online, that may be the last time the

10

These things allow you to connect with
your customers on a deeper level; you
can create associations in the reader’s
mind between their needs and your
business, reinforcing your brand and
identity.

A short-term benefit of print advertising
is the ability to connect directly with
a target customer who needs your
services and is made aware of your
offer, so they can take immediate
action; but the longer lasting benefits
of familiarity and deeper relationships
with the customers, are what usually
attracts businesses to print advertising.

A Targeted Approach

Magazines on a theme — such as
a specific industry or local area, for
example — have a targeted readership.
Advertising in a magazine in your area

Print advertising also offers the
opportunity for repeat advertising —
creating familiarity for readers, and

or industry means that you will be
connecting with a readership who will
already be interested in your products

even a sense of trust. Also, magazine

and services.

readers are often regular readers of

Less targeted adverts, even when

consecutive issues of the publication,
meaning that you will have a chance to
connect with them repeatedly.
In this way, through establishing a
relationship and positive associations,
your advert will be performing a form
of remote networking for you — with
none of the leg work and extroversion
normally needed!

www.quaymagazine.co.uk

passed by hundreds of people, will still
be reaching people who may have no
use for them.
Print advertising narrows the search
and allows you to make a targeted
approach, achieve higher conversion
rates, and better results!
www.quay.media
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Managing Time
As a Freelancer
An article by Sam Massey

As a freelance musician, one of
the biggest challenges I face is
managing time.
As all self-employed people will

recognise, and particularly those in the

creative industries, it is much harder to
work set ‘9-5’ hours or shift patterns –
the arts world doesn’t tend to work like
that, unfortunately!
With some hectic periods and tight

12

deadlines often followed by calmer

Here are my three favourite freelancer

periods, I can often find myself

diary management tips:

struggling to keep the work-life balance
right, especially with so many exciting
projects to work on!

I am still refining this balance, but over
the years I have come up with a few
things I remind myself of when trying to
manage my schedule, and I hope this
might be useful to others in the same
boat.

www.quaymagazine.co.uk

Try To Have At Least One
Day Off A Week

This is one I particularly struggle with!
I always find myself more productive
when I have at least one day without
structured work or appointments in a
given week.
This allows you to recharge your

ISSUE #COVID-19 | BUSINESS

batteries and reenergise. It also allows

full advantage! I couldn’t live without

must be factored in when taking on

you to have time to do the things

a synchronised diary (such as Google

work. Ask yourself before you say yes

outside of work that often pass us by,

Calendar), files (such as Google Drive),

– is this activity, with all the associated

such as hobbies, meeting with friends

and emails that can be managed on

unpaid work generated around it,

and family, or just relaxing!

your phone, which is very important

worthy of all the time needed, not just

to maintain regular communication

the time taken physically working?

I always think about this when being
asked to schedule in work – it’s ok to
have the occasional hectic week or two
without a day off, but try not to make it
a habit every week!

Use Technology To
Your Advantage

channels with parents, promotors and
customers, without eating into your
precious time off.

Value Your Time Highly

Time in the modern world is arguably
one of your most valuable commodities

You may go through this process and
say, ‘Yes! It is worth it!’ – in which case,
go ahead and do it. But I always find it
useful to think about the bigger picture
when taking on more work.
Also, make sure your regular clients

– and it should be treated as such, by

value your time too.

you and your clients.

I hope these tips help save you some

where you tend to be out of the office

Particularly as a creative, there are

time – I wish I’d had them five years

most of the day, but have occasional

so many time-intensive activities to

downtime between schools, lessons or

be done, such as personal practice,

after a soundcheck.

administration, finances, and travelling,

Time management is very important as
a freelancer, particularly as a musician

Make sure you use technology to your

which are not paid. As such, these

www.quaymagazine.co.uk

ago!

www.sammasseymusic.com
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A Lifeline For
Small Business Owners
Online Networking Launched –

A networking group, dedicated to
keeping businesses connected
through the coronavirus crisis,
has revealed that it is now
offering free-of-charge online
networking for 90 days.

14

Article by Your Partnerships

The move, by growing franchise Your

and small companies a way to continue

Partnerships, comes at a time when

building business relationships during

businesses are concerned about how

this period of great difficulty.

to connect with their customers and the
wider community, as they battle fears
for the future of their businesses.

David Brock, founder of Your

Partnerships, said: ‘We work with
over 2,000 small businesses, and life

Now, it is hoped that this new offer will

is undeniably hard at the moment.

give the self-employed, freelancers,

We believe that now, more than ever,

www.quaymagazine.co.uk
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companies need to come
together and build strong
relationships to help them
succeed through these
difficult times.
‘Communities are already
seeing the positive impact
of coming together, building
the strength of the whole
locality. We encourage small
businesses to do the same.
‘With face-to-face meetings
impossible, and homebased working the new
norm, we want to give
people a means to foster
old and new relationships.
Online business networking
allows us to do this. In just one week,
we have already witnessed a number
of new collaborations formed through

two years, and is already attending the

different themes, with some including

online events, says the move should

guest speakers.

generate new business that would
otherwise have been lost during the

online meet-ups. This trend is set to

pandemic.

continue.’

Of his experience, he said: ‘Online

Brock hopes that by opening the

networking is like a breath of fresh

membership with this offer to new
people, current members will also
have the chance to make even more

air. I have learnt a lot about things
people are doing to support their staff
and customers, and even grow their

connections, with a far greater reach,

businesses.

than ever before.

‘This is the lifeline that I and many

And it will also mean that people can

other businesses need right now. I

connect throughout the country, rather

would encourage all businesses to get

than just their usual, local networking

involved.’

circles.

During the online networking sessions,

Mike Bee, who has been a Your

which will run several times a day each

Partnerships member for more than

week, different virtual events will cover

www.quaymagazine.co.uk

However, Brock says the team is also
open to new ideas and welcomes
feedback to ensure the team builds an
experience that works for all.
For those who have never used
video conferencing before, the Your
Partnerships team will be on hand
to advise and get new and current
members up and running.

Any businesses that believe
they would benefit from online
networking should visit:
https://www.yourpartnerships.
co.uk/business-networkingevents-uk/
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Dartmoor Zoo
Emergency Appeal

In light of the current situation,
it was with a very heavy heart
that we have had to temporarily
close Dartmoor Zoo until further
notice.

hundreds of thousands of pounds in

If you would like to help, you are still

critical funds.

able to purchase memberships, adopt

Our incredibly dedicated team are

need your help now more than ever

If you would like to make a donation,

to support our residents during this

please visit our JustGiving page

species of our 400+ animals and

pandemic.

https://bit.ly/DZSEmergencyAppeal.

keeping them healthy and happy during

We have been overwhelmed with

We have many things to look

the ongoing support and generosity

forward to, including a brand new

from our members, visitors and other

gelada enclosure and our hedgehog

supporters and would like to say a

rehabilitation centre, both of which are

huge thank you to everyone who has

still under construction. We hope to

kindly donated to us already.

complete both projects this year.

doing a great job looking after all 170

this time, ensuring we provide the same
levels of care and attention that they
receive all year round.
With our gates closed, our loss
of earnings through admissions is

We need to raise £11,500 a week to

help us be there for our animals during
this time of national crisis and we

your favourite animal, make donations
and even buy advanced tickets for
when we re-open!

devastating. We have so far lost

Together, we can overcome this challenge and we can’t
wait until we are able to welcome you back.
16
16
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WIN WIN WIN
with Dartmoor Zoo!

In this edition of Quay Magazine, we’re offering you the

fantastic opportunity to Win Tickets To Dartmoor Zoo
for you and your family! PLUS, you’ll receive a signed

copy of We Bought A Zoo, so you can learn the full story

of how Benjamin Mee bought a house with a zoo attached
to it, then took on the responsibility of renovating the zoo
so it could be open to the public again.

HERE’S HOW TO ENTER, TO BE IN
WITH A CHANCE OF WINNING THIS
AMAZING PRIZE!
All you need to do is: email your name, company, address,
and phone number to win@quaymagazine.co.uk or go
to our website at quaymagazine.co.uk and fill in your
details on the online form.

Tickets are for a family of four; two adults and two children only.
Not to be used in conjunction with any other offer. Not available
on Mother’s Day or Father’s Day. Tickets will need to be collected
from Dartmoor Zoo, unless a Stamped Self-Addressed Envelope
is sent to: Dartmoor Zoo, Sparkwell, Plymouth PL7 5DG. A signed
copy of the book will be sent to the address supplied.
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Four Females
Freelancing in Cornwall
Article by Lottie Lewis

Running your own business can
be challenging, but the good
easily outweighs the bad and I
feel immensely lucky to work as
a freelancer in Cornwall. In such
a beautiful part of the world,
inspiration comes in endless
supply and it’s no wonder that
more and more people are
leaving their 9 to 5 life in search
of independence.

Myself, Clare, Ali and Emma all took

and the hardest parts, and finally

the plunge at exactly the same time

touched on what advice we have for

and it’s been a pleasure to build my

anyone who is on the fence about

freelance writing business, Lottie’s

going freelance themselves.

Words, alongside these women, whilst
watching them flourish and pursue their
passions.
In this article, I’ve delved firstly into
who we are, where we are based and
what we do. I’ve looked at the reasons
why we decided to become our own
bosses, outlined our favourite things

18
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1. Lottie’s Words
www.lottieswords.com

Who, Where And What?

My name is Lottie Lewis and I’m based
in the Seven Bays area – a collection
of coves and beaches near Padstow.
Lottie’s Words is my freelance writing

ISSUE # COVID-19 | CORNWALL

business, consisting of creative

I have a steady workflow throughout

filmmaker and I’ve worked in the

copywriting, content creation, travel

the week, instead of spending hours

industry for about 10 years, all over the

writing and social media marketing. I

without a break working on multiple

world. I am now based in Newquay

work with a diverse range of clients,

projects, is my nemesis – I could

where I shoot in-water, surfing, wild

from local businesses to international

definitely spread my workload out

swimming and any other sports or

travel publications.

over a few days to make it more

products that clients ask me to. I work

Why?

manageable.

with a variety of clients, including dive
companies, sustainable businesses,

because, first and foremost, I adore

Advice?

Please, just go for it! If I didn’t make

I decided to start my own business
my freedom – I always have done and I

the decision to work for myself, I’d

always will. It’s been amazing to utilise

never have had the opportunity to work

my passion for writing to earn a living

remotely from places such as Indonesia

and it’s such a pleasure to meet so

and Switzerland, whilst also being free

many new people!

to manage my own time while living in

Favourite Thing?

Cornwall. For me, starting work early,

Through my work I have heard so many
creative ideas, and seeing the passion
that people have for their own business
is really inspiring. Helping these brand
and business owners put their thoughts
and ideas into words is great, and
it’s awesome to be a part of their
journey. I’ve also had the opportunity
to collaborate with many of my friends
who are freelancers too, which is really
fun and adds a totally different element
to our friendship.
Time management has always been
my downfall! Organising my days so

1. Lottie Lewis

publications, while also producing
wedding videos and crowdfunding
videos, plus shooting interior, food and
event photography for businesses.

Why?

My lifestyle is very active – I love surfing

going for a mid-morning surf, working

and working on projects which are

until the afternoon then walking my dog

making a positive difference to the

on the beach, before returning to my

world. Whilst working in a 9-5 job, I

laptop in the evening is not only the

found myself losing my creativity and

perfect work/life balance, but it also

my love for photography and film, so

makes me far more productive than

about a year ago I decided to take the

being sat behind a desk all day. If you

leap and go freelance.

work hard and truly believe in yourself,

Favourite thing?

you’ll be able to build something
amazing.

I have so many favourite things! My
work/life balance is a lot better and I get

2. Clare James Photography
www.clarejamesphotography.com

Hardest Part?

the UK Pro Surf Tour and travel

Who, Where and What?

I am a 28 year old photographer/

2. Clare James

www.quaymagazine.co.uk

a lot more time off to travel, as I’m not
restricted to 4 weeks holiday a year. I
work with companies and businesses
who inspire me, and also with good
friends who are writers and models.

3. Ali Green

4. Emma Fraser-Bell
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My love for photography and film has

I knew I needed to make my own way

of doing. As soon as I qualified, I saw

returned, and I’m feeling healthier and

if I ever wanted to achieve the things I

a realistic and attainable opportunity to

happier. I have also reduced my carbon

wanted from life.

work for myself, and quit my day job.

footprint, since I work from home and

Favourite thing?

Favourite thing?

work a day in your life’ – until I went

myself is that I’m able to choose when

freelance, I did not believe this saying.

I work. The majority of my clients are

The business side; keeping on top

Now that I love my job and being my

surfers, so if the swell’s on, there’s no

of income and expenses, balancing

own boss, work no longer kills my

worrying I’m going to miss out on work

the books and understanding the tax

passion for my hobbies.

(or waves) because all my clients are in

system are all big learnings, but they

Hardest part?

the water and they’ll be calling me up

don’t have to drive to the office every
day.

Hardest part?

are part of the challenge and it keeps it

‘If you do what you love, you’ll never

interesting.

Juggling your responsibilities – when

Advice?

manager, accountant and administrator

If you are unhappy in the job you are
doing and have the skills and desire to
succeed, don’t hesitate to go freelance.

you freelance, you are your own
– that can make it difficult to prioritise,
because it’s not as enjoyable.

Many people have the fear of financial

Advice?

security, however I never suffered from

If you have the determination and

that, and have found that I earn the
same now as I did when I worked in an
office, with the potential in the next few
years to earn a lot more, on projects I
am passionate about.

3. Work By Ali

www.workbyali.co.uk

Who, where and what?

My name is Ali Green, and I’m based in
Cornwall where I work as a Freelance
Food Photographer and Graphic
Designer.

Why?

There were many things that pulled me
toward freelancing. I always wanted to
support ethical businesses and work in
the food industry. I needed the freedom
to develop my skills, experiment
and challenge myself, and going
freelance has allowed me to work with
companies I care about. I have always
had the drive and dedication to be my
own boss, but for years was denied the
confidence, until something snapped!
20

I think the best thing about working for

as soon as they’re all surfed out!

Hardest part?

The hardest part is probably the
physical demand running a sports
massage therapy service can have
on my own body. Sometimes I feel
quite fatigued by the end of the day,
but it’s all made better by the fact I’ve

dedication, you cannot fail!

allowed my clients to feel less anxious,

4. REVIVE Sports Massage

their own bodies, so I certainly can’t

more relaxed and more comfortable in

@efb.revive.sportsmassage

complain.

Who, where and what?

Advice?

based in Newquay and I’m a sports

to quit your job straight away. Build up

massage therapist for REVIVE.

your brand and client base first before

My name is Emma Fraser-Bell, I’m

Firstly, you shouldn’t feel like you have

you take the final leap. Have a few side

Why?

I can’t say I have always wanted to
work for myself. Ever since I left Uni,
I wanted to be part of a team, be on
a salary and have a safe 9-5 job. I
managed to get my foot in the door
with a company I had always strived to
work for. I couldn’t have been happier
when I finally had that salary and
security in a company I loved. However,

hustles, take on some clients and be
sure it’s definitely what you want. If you
do something you love, feel passionate
about it and see an opportunity to leave
a job that doesn’t light you up from the
inside out, then go for it! What’s the
worst that could happen? If it doesn’t
work out, at least you gave it a go…
you’ll only regret what you didn’t try.

after a year and a half, the comfort
surrounding the daily routine suddenly
began to feel restricting. I soon realised
there was little room for growth within
the company, so I saved up for a
couple of years to finally pay for the
massage course I had been dreaming
www.quaymagazine.co.uk

www.lottieswords.com
Photography by: Clare James
www.clarejamesphotography.com
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How To Help
A Charity For Free
During COVID-19 – Article by Tamsin Chapman

COVID-19 has led to uncertainty
and challenges for everyone,
including business owners, and
their employees.
Vast numbers of staff have been
furloughed, while many others
are working alone, or with a few
colleagues, trying desperately to hold a

business together. We can all speculate
as to when this will all be over – but at
the moment, no one can say for sure.

Communities are pulling together; the

Yes, they can apply for staff to be

nation seems to be either exercising

furloughed, but where does that leave

or eating; families are parted; hugs are

the people that they support? The

banned…and let’s not discuss toilet

people who have previously been able

roll! We know that a lot of businesses

to access their services nearly every

are going to struggle, but so are many

day, who are now suddenly at home,

charities. Those which provide vital

lonely and isolated?

services to fill gaps in health and social
care, but receive no funding by the
government, are finding themselves in
a dilemma.

www.quaymagazine.co.uk

The Merlin MS Centre has furloughed
all but five of their staff. Those who
remain are supplying online support, as
well as regular telephone conversations

23
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offering guidance and advice to their

time for everyone in our communities,

to provide support (and this is

vulnerable service users, who have

but especially for vulnerable people

brilliant), but our clinical team has a

complex health needs.

living with long-term health conditions,

full understanding of the complex

who have been told to self-isolate for

physical and mental needs of our client

three months. We know that this is

group. People with neurological and

a worrying time for our service users

progressive conditions need specialist

who are particularly high risk, but also

advice and guidance, as well as

for many of our older volunteers, who

practical support.

Our main Facebook page is active
with advice, memories and fundraising
pleas. But behind the scenes, a
private group is offering more support,
the opportunity to chat, and regular
exercise classes.
You may want to help a charity in its
time of need, but are worried about
your own financial security. However,
there is a simple and practical way to
support charities for free – and it allows
you to keep safe at home; simply
choose a site that gives a percentage
of their sales to charities while you shop
online.

They include:

www.giveasyoulive.com
www.easyfundraising.org.uk
www.smile.amazon.co.uk
We really hope that you choose to help
the Merlin MS Centre, so that we can
continue to support those affected by
MS and other Neurological conditions.

The Merlin MS Centre Keep
in Touch Project
It is a very difficult and challenging

24

are being asked to self-isolate and/or
socially distance.

The Merlin MS Centre also believes
there is a fundamental omission in the

We desperately need emergency

Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme

financial support due to the impact of

for charities who work in the health

COVID-19. We’re presently seeking

and social care sectors. Unfortunately,

funds to provide essential remote

allowing staff to do any form of work,

support for vulnerable and isolated

even in a voluntary capacity, means

service users and volunteers, as the

they cannot receive the 80% grant

current self-isolation has halted all

to help cover wages. This puts many

methods of traditional fundraising.

charities who rely solely on voluntary

Our clinical lead is currently prioritising

income in an impossible situation.

the most vulnerable, who due to age,

The work that they are doing now is

disability/chronic health conditions,

essential in relieving the burden on the

self-isolation and/or lack of family

NHS, GPs and community teams in this

support, cannot get essential supplies,

unprecedented situation.

medication or other practical help or
advice about their health and mental
wellbeing. If we cannot provide our
expert clinical advice, then they are
likely to call upon the already overburdened health and social care
system.

However, as charities have lost almost
all means of raising income, they
cannot afford to fund the wages of
their staff who carry out this work,
without financial support – and that’s
before you factor in the other ongoing expenses which need to be

Communities have gathered together

www.quaymagazine.co.uk

covered. Allowing a small cohort of
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staff to continue to grant funds and

experience of our team. That is why

communicate essential information to

we are asking for support to take us

their service users, will help charities to

through this difficult time.

survive in the future.

Keep in Contact Project

We have a number of clients who fit
into our high priority category, and
may require daily contact. But even
for people with support networks, the
expertise of our team will be important
in giving advice on physical and
mental wellbeing – this is essential for

If you can make any donation – at
whatever level – to help us through
these challenges, we would be
incredibly grateful.
If you can donate anything, please
use our BACS details: HSBC Account
Name: Merlin MS Centre Sort code:
40-16-06 Account number: 41408046,
using the reference: COVID emergency

anyone living with chronic conditions,

appeal

particularly at this time, when social

Alternatively, we have
online appeals:

contact is dramatically reduced. Sadly,
as time goes on and the virus spreads,
support networks may also diminish.
To ensure the future of the Charity, it is
important not to lose the expertise and

Please support us today, so we can
re-open tomorrow!

www.justgiving.com/campaign/
merlincovid19
https://www.facebook.com/

www.merlinmscentre.org.uk

donate/534231540832712/

Photography: Elizabeth Melvin Photography

Need help with your Administrivia?
Say goodbye to trivial, time consuming tasks!
Accounts Preparation, Audio Transcription, Data Entry, Diary
Management, Email Management, Holiday Cover, Newsletters,
Online Research, Organise Meetings & Events,
Personal
Finances, Professional Services, Proof Reading, Typing and More.

Projects priced
per hour,
per day or on
monthly retainer

Call or go online to book your free one hour consultation.
sharonvickery.co.uk
Phone: 01392 413 089
Mobile: 07814 660 742

www.quaymagazine.co.uk
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Strange How
A Business Evolves…
Article by Sam Stone for The Terrace Gallery, Cornwall

It’s strange how a business
evolves. When we first opened
the Terrace Gallery, we knew
that we needed an online
presence; not only for a place
of contact, but also because
art sales through a web portal
can significantly boost any
business.

26

However, we never anticipated that our

includes web design. Still, building an

online offering would be our sole source

e-commerce site was new to all of us.

of sales and our biggest marketing tool.

Over the last few weeks, it has proved

Now, it seems our choice of website

to be invaluable. Our focused marketing

structure was invaluable. We had never

campaign has attracted many more

used Shopify to build a website before.

visitors than we could have hoped for –

But after some substantial research, we

and more importantly, a huge rise in the

decided that the clean, relatively easy-

number of newsletter subscribers. Our

to-adapt software was begrudgingly

visitors also seem to like not only what

worth the $29 basic monthly

they read, but also what they see. Our

subscription. Luckily, the team behind

online products, cards, posters and

the gallery have a range of skills which

paintings have proved more popular

www.quaymagazine.co.uk
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than we anticipated. Needless to say, it
has taken us a bit by surprise, and we
are planning to add more products as
soon as we can.
The unforeseen closure has also
meant a change in our other activities,
including our exhibition schedule. Our
next ‘show’ with the very talented local
artist Ella Carty was due to open on the
16th of April. Open Studios Cornwall,
which was due to take place in May,
has been postponed until September.
However, there is a silver lining to this
change in our schedule.
Ella’s exhibition will still go ahead
online, with one piece of her work in the
window, and it can now continue for an
extra month – until June, when John
White is scheduled to show his work.
Hopefully, by then, the world will be
back to normal, and we can once again

crack open the fizz to celebrate the

www.terracegallery.co.uk

reopening of the gallery for the launch
of our third exhibition, as originally
scheduled.

www.quaymagazine.co.uk
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Hi-Tech By The Sea

Torbay’s Hidden Treasures – An article by Dr Philip Mitchell (PhD)
Hello World!

industrial laser, medical laser, and

very advanced stuff that has never

I’m Philip Mitchell (no
EastEnders jokes please!), and
I want to share what’s going
on in Torbay from a hi-tech
perspective.

autonomous automotive vehicle

been done before…but which very few

products, which are all based on laser

people know about.

These products are sold all over the

networks which enable extra

I currently work in the hi-tech industry

globe; just think of any service provider

applications and functionality to be

with Telecom as its second name,

implemented into smartphones. These

British Telecom for example, but others

broadband high-speed fibre networks

are France, Deutsche, China, Italia, US,

that the service providers are deploying,

Centre of Plymouth University. We

etc. – you get the gist.

allow us to download our favourite

manufacture fibre-optic (photonics)

I want to highlight in this article the

for a company called Lumentum. Our
office is in Paignton, next to South
Devon College and the University

products for the next generation of
fibre optical networks. This includes

28

technology – or as Einstein called it,
‘the application of photons’.

massive amount of hi-tech work going
on in the Bay. Globally cutting edge,

www.quaymagazine.co.uk

For example, consider the roll-out of
next generation 5G communications

movies in an instant, to live game with
a challenger anywhere in the world, or
maybe just video call a loved one on
the other side of the world. All these

ISSUE # COVID-19 | TORBAY

things would not have been believed
possible only a few decades ago.
These services and applications use
advanced leading-edge technology and
telecom products which were designed
in Torbay.
It’s not just fibre-optics expertise
that we find locally; we also have
satellite and global positioning
experts, medical and life sciences
professionals, computer software and
internet security consultants, and many
other companies which tie all these
amazing areas of technology together,
harmoniously.
I’m currently Vice Chair of the Hi-Tech
Cluster (HTC), which is a group of

local universities, Exeter & Plymouth.

working practices and priorities. Thank

Our academic partners are important

goodness for fibre-optics, internet and

to the Bay and the HTC; they hold

home-working, it’s suddenly become

the next generation of specialists and

a critical service world-wide, and our

professionals, and are regularly involved

products are in demand. I’ll report on

always find some commonality.

in research activities.

that in a future article.

Every two months we meet up at the

So if you enjoy science and engineering

I hope this gives you a flavour of what

and would like an exciting career in

is going on in the hi-tech world. Torbay

the industry, don’t think there are no

isn’t just ice creams and seaside, but of

in 2019, to discuss the marketplace,

opportunities for you here in the Bay!

course, we like them too!

new technology, and opportunities

At the time of writing, COVID-19 has

companies involved in hi-tech activities.
I greatly enjoy chairing the meetings –
they bring together experts from a wide
range of specialist fields who all come
with their own views and ideas, but we

new Electronics Photonics Innovation
Centre (EPIC) Paignton, which opened

to collaborate with each other and
our academic partners, which include
South Devon College and the two

turned our lives upside down. The
hi-tech world is adapting to the new
working environment, changing its

www.quaymagazine.co.uk

philip.mitchell@lumentum.com
www.lumentum.com
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Meet the Maker

Chef Manager Ash Hamilton from The Curious Kitchen in Brixham
Tell us about your personal
style & how it’s evolved over
your career?

typically promotes. At TCK I get the

bug from them. I started by making

Jamie Oliver; he was such a fresh

and waited tables. The day-to-day

sandwiches in a pub kitchen for my first

perspective. As I got older, I ate at

job. I loved being in a kitchen during a

more fine dining restaurants and loved

busy service with all the camaraderie.

the food – however, as I looked into

– like a family.

It’s still my favourite part of the job

this more, I found the associated

– being busy, working alongside my

expectations and dining style too

team.

restrictive. I like more interaction with

How have you approached the
menu at TCK?

When did you start cooking?
I started cooking when I was about

13, both my brothers were enrolled in
catering college and I picked up the

When I started, I wanted to be like

customers, and the freedom this

30
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best of both worlds, with monthly
supper clubs allowing a more refined
dish, but with a relaxed atmosphere
approach is much more informal, and I
feel we have created a real community

Typically, I will create two menus per
season, and in addition, a tasting

ISSUE # COVID-19 | TORBAY

menu for our monthly supper clubs.

say our handmade gourmet doughnuts,

The focus is always on seasonal

which are available over the weekend

produce and making food in-house

with up to 10 different flavour toppings.

as much as possible (jams, chutney,

We always sell out, and make hundreds

sauces, breads, sorbets, cakes etc!).

of these each weekend.

I source as locally as I can; many of

Where do you get inspiration
from?

menu changes. I would hate for

passionate about food; it consumes

the same thing – I want people to leave

our suppliers are in Brixham, or the
next town over, and they include
independents wherever possible, to
support local small businesses.

Have you any personal favourite
dishes on the TCK menu?

Anywhere and everywhere. I am

most of my thoughts. All my social
media feeds and all the Youtube

What are you passionate about?
People enjoying locally sourced,

sustainable food. I keep on top of
stock, and reduce wastage wherever
possible, which encourages regular
someone to come to The Curious
Kitchen for months and always have
as excited about food as I am. It’s really
easy in Brixham, with some of the best

channels I subscribe to, each relate to

seafood in the world.

On our most recent menu, we had a

food. I enjoy posting my ideas, hoping

shakshuka dish; a baked egg dish with

that others get inspiration and put their

The desire for others to feel passionate

North African roots. It’s baked at a high

own spin on my dishes. I particularly

temperature in a skillet pan with jammy

like Australia and New Zealand at the

tomatoes, peppers and onions served

moment, who are leading the charge in

with lots of fresh herbs, sour dough

respect of making brunch exciting.

and lashings of butter. Though if our

goes for our staff as well; I like people
to feel they are really part of a team,
and can contribute their ideas. If staff
are committed, it will always show in
their interactions with customers and in
the preparation of everything we do,

customers voted, I suspect they would

www.quaymagazine.co.uk
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for charitable causes. I’ve been a part
of our festival, England’s Seafood
FEAST, since its inception, and a huge
ambassador for the incredible seafood
landed on our doorstep.

Which other local restaurants
do you usually like to eat
out at?
I love a burger, so Meat 59 and Fat

Cow Burger are favourites, and great
for taking my family to, as they’re
quite relaxed. I love the Elephant if I’m
feeling a bit fancy – Simon Hulstone
has set a benchmark for Torbay, and
helped contribute to it being a food
destination. On the Rocks (both the
Brixham and Torquay sites) always hits
the spot of high-quality food for good
value.

Favourite cookery book?

I’m a huge fan of the guys from Sorted
Food, who run an online community,
and their books are great for quick
references. The Thug Kitchen books
from LA based (vegan) chefs are
amazing; they mean I can get inspired
to cater to as many people as possible.
which is how we maintain such a high

qualifications on various schemes

standard.

whilst with us, and wherever possible,

I’m really passionate about teaching,
and recently we came runner-up at the
South Devon College Apprenticeship
awards for Small Employer. Our
amazing apprentice chef Owen won

we like to visit and learn more about
our suppliers and their products.

Are you involved in any
community initiatives?

Absolutely. Being a part of the

hospitality and catering apprentice of

community is hugely important to us –

the year. I believe in giving him time and

for myself and my team’s development,

space to develop to his own ideas, and

as well as giving something back to

then giving him the platform on which

all our incredible customers. I’ve done

to refine these. Catering is a difficult

cookery demos at Fishstock and

business to be in, so I support him to

local cooking schools, I take part in

have as many experiences as possible.

chef events at South Devon College –

The majority of our staff have achieved

inspiring students and raising money
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I’ve always been fascinated by Tom
Kerridge, and by the fact that the
Hand and Flowers is a pub, but still
achieved 2 Michelin star dining in that
environment.

When you are not at TCK, how
do you like to spend your time?
Despite dining being such a social

experience, as a chef it can be really
anti-social, working when everyone else
is enjoying themselves. As I get older,
I’m finding more of a balance, and my
kids and family are my priority.

These are uneasy & uncertain
times. How have you as

ISSUE # COVID-19 | TORBAY

a business responded to
COVID-19?

on Monday 23rd March, we made

for small business, and especially

then gave away all of our stock to the

These are really worrying times
hospitality.
By not enforcing closures early on, the
government left each business to make
their own decisions about what’s best
for them and the public. We had to
adjust quickly to be able to continue
trading, hoping to offer some respite
to people who need it. We immediately
set up a takeaway and delivery service,
which had been a success with our
customers and community.
Before the government announcement

info@thecuriouskitchen.co.uk

the decision to close for the safety
of our staff and our customers. We
much deserving NHS workers in our
community. Now, I’ll use this time to
spend with my family and get creative
in the kitchen, so when we’re back
open, we’ll have some fantastic new
dishes for you to try!

How can we as a community
still support you as a local
business?

Please follow us on social media, and
we look forward to welcoming you in
our restaurant once we’re on the other
side of this.

www.quaymagazine.co.uk
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Visit us online:_ 7

www.torquay.wesuphq.com

Torquay Marina, Vaughan Road, TQ2 5EQ

At Astrality Business Services we will help your business to achieve
its aspirations for growth and success.
We will work with you to implement effective, relevant business plans & marketing
strategies. Where appropriate we can also assist with accessing grant and loan funding.
Maureen has over 20 years experience in business, from start up to board level, bringing
a practical, efﬁcient and effective approach to your organisation.

·
·
·
·
·
·
Accepted
34

Business Strategy and Plans
Funding Bids & Applications
Marketing Strategy & Implementation
Social Media set up & guidance
Business Event Management
Copywriting

www.astralitybusinessservices.co.uk

Email: maureen@astralitybusinessservices.co.uk Tel: 07717 130226
www.quaymagazine.co.uk
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Q&A With Katie of RE4orm
Hi Katie, what’s your
background? Why did you start
RE4orm and what does it do?
Having worked within the local
community for the last 15 years,
supporting refugee families, Gypsy,
Roma and Traveller families, asylum
seekers, those on long-term benefits
and families experiencing poverty, at
times I felt frustrated by the system
and wanted to make support more
accessible and inclusive.
With 6000 children currently living in
poverty in Torbay, I was aware of the

barriers many faced in the community

and raise aspirations.

and sought an alternative, inclusive

Since launching RE4orm, what
have you been up to?

solution. The idea of a community hub
was discussed, and soon it turned
into one on wheels, so we could be
accessible to all!
In October 2019, RE4orm, a
Community Interest Company,
was set up. Borne out of the idea
that education is key, and it’s the
responsibility of the whole community
to educate. I founded RE4orm to bring
positive change for all.
RE4orm’s mission is to alleviate poverty

www.quaymagazine.co.uk

Since our launch in October 2019, the
last 6 months have been incredibly
busy! We have purchased UB40’s
old tour bus, to convert it into a
mobile community hub. Although the
renovation process has been delayed
due to COVID-19, we are excited to
get the community hub completed
and on the road, supporting families
across Torbay. The mobile hub will
be equipped with a library, meeting
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share what you have been
doing & how local businesses &
people have helped you?
At the beginning of the COVID-19
outbreak and the lockdown, I was fully
aware of the situation many families
were going to find themselves in. A
call to action on social media last
month resulted in us collecting a team
of 40 brilliant volunteers, who have
worked tirelessly to ensure families are
supported. As a result, we successfully
delivered 6200 meals, 6200 food
parcels, 652 books, 450 hygiene packs
and 1000 Easter eggs to families in
need across Torbay. Each week, more
volunteers and businesses have joined
areas and kitchen – designed to bring

more about myself as a person,

support right to your front door.

leader and businesswoman. There

As well as this, we have launched
numerous projects, such as our
Christmas Appeal, Uniform Swap,
and Birthday Bonanza. Excitingly,
our wonderful community donated
over 700 Christmas presents to local
children, ensuring they had something
to open on Christmas Day.
We are aware that funding is
competitive and highly sought after. In
response to our goal to make RE4orm
sustainable, we set up the RE4orm
shop on Lucius Street, Torquay. Based
on a social enterprise model, we sell
upcycled furniture, donated by the
community, with the proceeds from all
goods sold going towards RE4orm’s
community work.

What lessons have you learned
on your journey to date? And
what have been your high and
low points?
I have learnt so many lessons in such
a short period of time, and so much
36

have been many high points; uniting
our community, our Festive Party for
families, supporting those in need,
working with a variety of businesses
and networking to source future leads. I
have been overwhelmed by the support
RE4orm has received in such a short
period of time.
There have also been many sleepless
nights. Finding and obtaining funding

our mission. We will continue to do
what we can as this crisis continues.
I have been absolutely overwhelmed
by the kindness, love and compassion
shown by everyone to each other. As
well as donating food, PPE equipment
and packaging, we now have a team
of restaurants and suppliers supporting
RE4orm’s mission. Me & Mrs Jones,
Shoreline, Cary Arms, Below Decks &
Nana Cavanas, are helping us cater our
meals from their commercial kitchens.

is very difficult. There is an awful lot of
competition from other charities, and
at times, it has been disheartening to
be told ‘No’. However, on reflection,
it has made me more determined to
keep going. It is not always going to be
easy, but I truly believe we can make
a positive difference and bring hope to
many – that’s what gets me out of bed
every morning.

With regards to COVID-19, the
community has really come
together to support your
mission at this time, can you

www.quaymagazine.co.uk

What are your long-term plans
for RE4orm?
We have secured enough funding to
ensure that RE4orm can continue to
deliver 800 meals per week throughout
the summer. I am well aware that
once this crisis is over, the support for
families must not stop. We will carry
on working in partnership with local
schools and Children’s Services to take
some of the pressure off them.
In the last week, I was thrilled to receive
confirmation of a funding grant from the
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National Lottery. This is amazing news, as the
grant will support our work with families through
our mobile community hub, which launches in
the Autumn.

How can the business community help
& support you moving forward?
There are many ways they could help. This can
be done by donating food or funds through our
Just Giving page, while we always welcome
new volunteers to join us on the ground.
You can also help us raise £1400 to provide
food packages for the children in Torbay who
benefit from Free School Meals when the
schools are open.
If you’d like to donate, please use the following
link to reach our Just Giving page: bit.ly/re4orm
We are also looking for assistance with
administration and PA support, plus with bid
writing. If you can help us, we would love to
hear from you.
Lastly, you can follow us on social media to
share our journey and learn our stories!

Twitter: @katieRE4orm

Instagram: @re4orm_torbay

Facebook: facebook.com/RE4orm/
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CASE STUDY

QUAY
Business

9263 Against 1

Morrisons Supermarkets Versus Current And Former Employees
Article by Jon Loney, Managing Partner at Nash & Co
There is no doubt that our
Judges are some of the
cleverest people on the planet.
That being said, I am constantly
surprised by the fact these
clever Judges can disagree with
each other so fundamentally.
The Morrisons Judgment given
by the House of Lords on 1st
April 2020 is a case in point.

The Facts

relating to the whole of the Morrisons’

employees made a claim against the

126,000 employees.

company, arising from the conduct

Using his work computer, Skelton

9,263 of Morrisons’ current and former

of one of Morrisons’ employees, Mr
Skelton.

searched for Tor software, which is
capable of disguising the identity of a

Mr Skelton was an auditor in the
Morrisons internal audit team. In July
2013, he was given a verbal warning for
minor misconduct. This led to on-going
friction with the company.
Later that year, Morrisons auditors
needed a report from the audit team.
To prepare this report, Skelton was
given access to the payroll data

38

workforce, which contained around

www.quaymagazine.co.uk

computer accessing the internet. He
subsequently obtained a Pay-As-YouGo mobile phone which could not be
traced back to him. Then, he obtained
the payroll data, so he could carry out
his work.
He transmitted the data to Morrisons’
auditors, but then copied it from his
work laptop to a personal USB stick.
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Officer left his post and accidentally shot
a bystander, after becoming enraged
that his girlfriend was in a bar with
another man (employer found not liable).

The Law

The law, as clarified by the Supreme
Court, is that an employer will be liable
for damages where loss is caused
to third parties by an employee who
is engaged, however misguidedly, in
furthering his employer’s business, but
there will be no liability if he is off on ‘a
frolic of his own’.
Using the name and date of birth of

The employees won in the High Court

a fellow employee, he then created

and the Court of Appeal. Their claims

a false email account, in a deliberate

were for money in respect of the

attempt to frame the employee who

distress, anxiety, upset and damage

had been involved in the disciplinary

caused. To use the legal expression,

proceedings against him earlier in

it was decided that Morrisons were

the year.

‘vicariously liable’ for the actions of Mr

On 12th January 2014, Skelton

Skelton.

uploaded a file containing the data

Morrisons appealed to the Supreme

of 98,998 employees to a publicly

Court, who overturned the decision of

accessible file-sharing website, with

the Court of the High Court, and the

links to the data posted on other

High Court.

websites. The file was created from the
USB stick that he had downloaded the
payroll data onto, while the uploading
of the data took place when he was
at home, using the untraceable mobile
phone, false email account and dodgy
software he had acquired.
On the day Morrisons’ financial results
were due to be announced, he sent
CDs containing the file which he had
uploaded onto the public website, to
three UK newspapers, while pretending
to be a concerned member of the
public.
The legal question was whether
Morrisons were liable to the Claimants
for the actions of Skelton.

These lower courts decided that
Morrisons were liable because
Skelton’s actions arose from a
task closely related to what he was
employed to do.
Five Supreme Court judges disagreed.
They said that there could not be any
liability when an employee is on ‘a frolic
of his own’.
As a basis for their judgement, the five
Supreme Court judges examined the
case of a Managing Director attending

Our View

This important clarification of the law
will make it harder for employees, or
anyone else, to get compensation
from an organisation if they suffer any
loss as a result of the actions of an
employee. That being said, why should
an employer be liable just because one
of their employees does something
completely unrelated to his work, which
damages other people?
Skelton got 8 years in prison.

We Can Help You

If you have any employment law issues
or questions, our highly experienced
Employment
team look
forward to
hearing from
you. The team
are ranked in
both the Legal
500 and The
Chambers

a work Christmas party, who punched

Ranking Guides For Law Firms.

an employee while illustrating who was

You can find out more about our work

in charge of the business (employer
was found liable). The court compared
this with another case in which a Police

www.quaymagazine.co.uk

here: https://www.nash.co.uk/
business/employment
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G12 Business Club
South Devon Business Networking

* ALL BUSINESSES WELCOME *
* WE MEET IN CHUDLEIGH AND TOTNES *

We oﬀer
relaxed
and friendly
business
networking
in south
you so
canyou
develop
new business
relationships,
We
oﬀer relaxed
and friendly
business
networking
inDevon
South so
Devon
can develop
new business
relationships, make more business appointments and grow your brand.

www.G12BusinessClub.co.uk
GM25 G12 ad_175mm(w) x 110mm(h)_aw2.indd 1

06/04/2020 14:27

WE SOLVE YOUR BUSINESS SERVICE NEEDS
Audio Transcription
Telephone Reception
Payroll
Bookkeeping
HR Services
Branded Promotional Items
Exhibition Print Packages
Branded Workwear

leaving you to focus on
what you do best!
CALL US TODAY

03333 583089

Support As & When you need it. No charge when you don’t
40
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Impostor Syndrome

What It Is and How to Overcome It – An article by Jessica Sinyard
Impostor Syndrome has
become a widely recognised
psychological phenomenon
in recent times — and it
seems to be on the rise. It is
characterised as experiencing
persistent feelings of being
a ‘fraud’, especially in the
workplace, along with feelings
of inadequacy, or of being
unworthy of success.
Although women are statistically
more likely to be affected by Impostor
Syndrome, it can strike anyone, at any
point in their career. Perhaps ironically,
‘Imposter Syndrome’ is thought to

especially affect high achievers and

Not only are we more likely to

those paving their own way in a

underperform during the times when

new career; times when self-belief is

we experience feelings of inadequacy,

arguably more important than ever.

but it can also affect our motivation in

As Impostor Syndrome chiefly stems

the long-term.

from negative thought patterns, it can

Feeling like we lack the ability to

quickly become a deeply ingrained —

improve, that we have not achieved

and harmful — mental habit. But the

enough, or that we are somehow

good news is, like all habits, it can be

unworthy of success, can hinder our

broken!

professional and emotional growth.

Why Combat Impostor
Syndrome?

Impostor Syndrome can be stressful,
uncomfortable, and counterproductive
in the immediate moment — but it can
also have more lasting effects.

www.quaymagazine.co.uk

We are less likely to invest time in
ourselves or our endeavours, or to take
advantage of exciting opportunities.
Imposter Syndrome essentially
means that we are subtly sabotaging
ourselves.
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Overcoming the negative thought
processes and replacing them with a
positive, supportive, and more realistic
outlook, is a great investment in
ourselves and our career. It may also
mean that we are happier and more
content in our personal lives, as well as
the workplace.

How to Overcome Impostor
Syndrome in 7 Steps
Overcoming Impostor Syndrome may

not be possible overnight. Like forging
or breaking any habit, it takes continual
efforts and a patient approach. But the
results will be worth it.
Releasing yourself from negative,
limiting mental thought patterns can
be key to your career growth — and is
equally important for mental wellbeing.

42

#1 Acknowledge & Analyse
the Feelings

better support network. If it is coming

Impostor Syndrome, acknowledge that

therapy or dialogue.

you are feeling this way. Accepting the

Acknowledge your feelings of Impostor

If you think you may be experiencing

feelings without immediately trying to
repress or run from them, allows you to
analyse them more effectively.
Can you identify where this feeling
may be coming from? Are you feeling
unqualified, or unsupported, or perhaps
you’re dealing with another issue?
Identifying where you think the feelings
may be originating, can help you to
come up with a tailored solution.
For example, if it simply feels like a
lack of confidence, consider ways to
boost your belief in yourself, such as
with more training or through building a

www.quaymagazine.co.uk

from deep-rooted low self-esteem, now
might be the time to address that with

Syndrome honestly; try to identify what
might be causing them, and then work
positively to improve your mindset —
which the following steps can help you
achieve.

#2 Track Your Progress and
Celebrate Success
If you have goals you are working

towards in the future, it can be easy
to lose sight of the daily progress
you’re making. Be sure to track — and
celebrate — the steps you’re taking
towards achieving your goals and
ambitions.
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These could be either a big milestone
that you reach, or a single small act in
a day that takes you a tiny bit closer to

a valued member of the community.
Communicate honestly and openly

resilience and of everything good in
your life.

with those around you, and ask for

Don’t be afraid to rest, regroup, and

support when you need it. This will

come back fresh — just as you might

forge stronger connections — both

encourage a friend or family member

personally and professionally — and

to do. We are often very careful to use

help to banish the isolation and

positive and supportive words for our

negativity associated with Impostor

friends and family, so why don’t we do

Syndrome.

the same for ourselves?

Working in teams, giving credit to

Emphasising a positive, self-supporting

others, and emphasising collaboration

internal dialogue is crucial to

destructive.

will all help, too.

overcoming Impostor Syndrome.

With every setback, consider how you

#5 Separate Facts
from Feelings

your goal. However big or small your
successes, track, review, and celebrate
them regularly!

#3 Adopt a Growth Mindset

Emphasise constant progress, not
perfection. Impostor Syndrome and
perfectionism are considered to be
closely linked — and can be equally

can learn and grow. Treat evaluations
and feedback as opportunities to
improve.

Impostor Syndrome can operate in
subtle ways, sometimes affecting us

Studies show that those who consider

almost subconsciously. It is more

themselves to be constant learners,

important than ever when experiencing

rather than ‘the finished product’, are

feelings of Impostor Syndrome, to

not only more likely to achieve their

separate facts from feelings.

goals, they are more likely to be happy
too.

For example, feeling negative or
insecure one day does not factually

A ‘growth mindset’ specifically helps

mean that you are inadequate, or have

with Impostor Syndrome, as you are

not achieved enough, while feeling like

not claiming to be the finished product.

someone is ahead of you, does not

This can help to undermine any feelings

factually mean that you are less worthy

of inadequacy or unworthiness.

or less important than they are.

#4 Build Your Support Network
Impostor Syndrome can feel like a

secret shame. It can be lonely and
isolating, and harder than ever to
avert, if facing alone. To combat this,
consider building a support network
not only of family and friends, but also
like-minded individuals.

Try to engage with feelings of Impostor

#7 Take Action

Overcoming Impostor Syndrome has
a lot to do with positive mental habits,
but it can be a practical process too.
If you are struggling with feelings of
inadequacy or a lack of confidence,
acknowledge them patiently, and then

Syndrome in a clear and logical way.

take action!

Negative feelings are subjective, and

Perhaps you could hone your skills

will pass if you let them. Rely on the
facts and try to build on them positively.

#6 Emphasise Positive
Self-Talk

Talk to yourself internally in the

These can be people from your

same way as you would a friend.

worklife, or those with similar hobbies

Reassure yourself that having a bad

or passions who may be experiencing

day, receiving negative feedback, or

comparable challenges and states of

experiencing a setback, is not the

mind. By supporting each other, you

end of the world. Think of all you have

can feel less like a fraud and more like

achieved, and remind yourself of your

www.quaymagazine.co.uk

with extra training, embark on a new
project, or seek out collaborators for a
future venture?
Taking action in a variety of ways can
make us feel powerful, proactive, and
in charge of our own success — all
vital for keeping feelings of Impostor
Syndrome at bay.
Written by Jessica Sinyard
for New Frontiers Marketing
alex@new-frontiers-marketing.com
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means fewer spills in
oceans, lakes, rivers
and ground water.
All these factors can
produce health benefits
for both humans and
wildlife.

of electric vehicles
make them safer than
conventional vehicles.
Electric vehicles tend
to have a lower centre
of gravity, which makes
them less likely to
roll over. They can
also have a lower
risk for major fires or
explosions, and the
body construction and
durability of electric
vehicles may make
them safer in a collision.

4) Made From
Recyclable
Materials:

This isn’t the case with
all electric vehicles, but
many of the newer ones
have interior parts (such
as the seats, door trim
panels and dashboard)
which are made from
recyclable materials. For
example, BMW says
that a quarter of the
interior of its electric i3
car is made of recycled
plastics or renewable
materials – while 95%
of the car can be
recycled.

5) Far Greater
Efficiency:

Electric vehicles can
convert up to 90%
of energy from their
batteries into motion
energy, compared to
20% - 30% for a petrol
or diesel vehicle. This
is one of the reasons
why it typically costs
around £4 of charge for
an electric car to travel
100 miles, while a petrol
car can cost up to
£14 to travel the same
distance.

The Art Of
The Infographic
Sources:
https://www.pge.com/en_US/residential/solar-and-vehicles/options/clean-vehicles/electric/explore-ev-fundamentals.page
https://www.ergon.com.au/network/smarter-energy/electric-vehicles/benefits-of-electric-vehicles
https://www.admiral.com/magazine/guides/motor/the-environmental-pros-and-cons-of-electric-cars
https://www.eecabusiness.govt.nz/technologies/electric-vehicles/benefits-and-considerations/
Infographic By Eclipse Autos and New Frontiers Marketing

A Secret Weapon Revealed – Article by Alex Belsey
For those of you who are
knowledgeable about Search
Engine Optimisation (SEO), you’ll
know that getting backlinks to
your website is essential if you
want to rank high in the Google
search results for your target
keywords.
If you’re wondering what a backlink is at
this point, it can be defined as ‘an external
link from one website to a specific page
on another’, and they’re highly valuable
for SEO purposes because the number of
backlinks a website receives from other,
authoritative sites in a relevant industry, is

the single biggest factor which determines

trade directories, online press releases,

where that website will rank in Google. This

and if they’re really on the ball, guest

has been the case for many years now

posts on other websites.

(perhaps even since the day Google was
founded back in 1998), and that doesn’t
look likely to change anytime soon.

The Basics Of Backlink
Building

Backlinks are easy enough to understand,
but far more difficult to generate, and
therein lies the problem.
SEO gurus usually suggest creating
backlinks to your website from social
media accounts, business directories,
www.quaymagazine.co.uk

This is all good advice, but it’s fairly
common knowledge these days, and
seeing as many of your competitors will
be doing these things too, you won’t get
much advantage from creating these
types of backlinks alone; putting yourself
on a level playing field may be the best
you could hope for.
So then, the question now is what kind of
backlinks to your website can you create
which will put you ahead of the pack?
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In truth, if you were to follow Google’s

whatsoever to take unnecessary risks

chance of making an impression on

guidelines to the letter, then the question

with someone else’s business, so I

our minds in this hugely congested

of how to build backlinks to your site so

always stick as closely as possible to

environment.

that its rankings improve, is not one
which would ever arise, because those
guidelines clearly state that creating

Google’s guidelines, without sacrificing

backlinks for ranking gains is against

I can.

the rules.
This is of course, a very absolute
definition, and if it were followed by
everyone, all of the time, then the
SEO industry would look very different
indeed.

the goal of generating as many quality
backlinks to my clients’ websites as

The Value Of Infographics

So where do infographics come into all
this? Well, infographics (which can be
defined as ‘a visual representation of
information or data, in a form such as
a chart or diagram’), have exploded in
popularity over the past 5 or so years.

As it is, SEO can be seen as a game of

When you examine how the human

risk management, where the objective

brain processes information, this is not

is to build as many high-quality

surprising.

without being penalised by Google.
Receiving a penalty may result in your
website being buried so far down the
search results that no-one will ever find
it, while it can even be removed from
Google’s index entirely – meaning it will
not show up anywhere, ever.

For example, a 1982 study by 3M
Corporation found that visuals are
processed 60,000 times faster than
text, while a 2019 review by academics
from Harvard University, Oxford
University and King’s College London
found that the bombardment of online
information and notifications which we

This is not just something which has

constantly receive from social media,

happened to small businesses either,

blogs, forums, messaging apps,

as in recent years Google has applied

news websites and more, means that

search ranking penalties to huge,

our attention spans are drastically

household-name companies such as

shortening, so anything which can ‘cut

BMW, Wordpress, eBay, Washington

through the noise’ and get its point

Post and the BBC.

across quickly, stands a far greater

On one extreme end of the spectrum
is putting no thought whatsoever into
backlinks and how to generate them
(I doubt there is a single professional
SEO in the world who thinks like this),
while the other extreme consists of a
range of shady tactics (such as paying
for links) that will almost certainly bring
about a penalty, if you’re caught.
My philosophy is that I have no right
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been one of the most effective forms of
online content over the past few years,
racking up enormous numbers of social

Risk Management

backlinks to a website as possible,

For this reason, infographics have

www.quaymagazine.co.uk

shares and backlinks, and being seen
by hundreds of millions (maybe even
billions) of people.
Personally, I have found a lot of
success in terms of securing backlinks
for clients and improving their rankings,
through a program of infographic
creation and promotion.
For example, as the image below
shows, a recent 30 day infographic
promotion campaign which I ran for
one of my clients produced substantial
ranking improvements, helping to
increase the number of target keywords
they’re ranking in the top 3 positions for,
from 43 to 61 – a gain of almost 42%.

How You Can Benefit

Clearly then, creating and promoting
infographics is a great way to boost a
website’s Google rankings, but how
can you use this strategy yourselves for
your own sites?
Firstly, and in all seriousness, the best
advice I can give is to get in touch with

ISSUE #COVID-19 | BUSINESS

either myself, or Quay Magazine’s
Queen Bee herself, Eleanor
creation and promotion process
is tried, tested, affordable and
almost guaranteed to get results.
However, if you fancy having

1 Carolina Reaper 2,200,000 Scoville Units
Oﬃcially the world’s hottest pepper! The Carolina Reaper is 200 times hotter than a Jalapeno pepper.
Boasting a sweet and fruity ﬂavour, the Carolina Reaper will treat your tastebuds before it melts your face.

a go yourself, here’s what I’d

2 Trinidad Moruga Scorpion 2,009,231 Scoville Units
From the district of Moruga on the island of Trinidad comes this scorcher. The ﬁrst bite may be hot without
being overwhelming, but as the inferno grows and grows over the next few seconds, you’ll realise you’ve
bitten oﬀ far more than you can chew, right up to the point your head explodes.

recommend.

you’re at an advantage right
away. If not, there are online
infographic creation tools such
as Piktochart or Venngage which
you can use.
In terms of what kind of topic
your infographic should be about,
you can either use a tool like
Buzzsumo or Content Studio to
get an idea of what infographics
in your field have gone viral over
the past few months, and then
brainstorm a similar topic, or

Hot! hot! hot! hot!

experience, then congratulations,

3 7 Pot Douglah 1,853,936 Scoville Units
The hottest pepper you’ll ﬁnd which isn’t red, this brown beast is considered to have one of the best ﬂavours among peppers that bring the extreme heat. A consolation then, as it burns your soul to pieces.

4 7 Pot Primo 1,469,000 Scoville Units
Coming complete with a long, skinny tail, the 7 Pot Primo just LOOKS hot. Created by Troy Primeaux, this
pepper was bred to terrify. With it’s long stinger and outrageous heat, that mission was very much accomplished.

5 Trinidad Scorpion ‘Butch T’ 1,463,700 Scoville Units
Named after both its creator, Butch Taylor, and its distinctive scorpion-like tail, the Trinidad Scorpion ‘Butch
T’ burns like no other pepper. Perfect for when you want to set yourself on ﬁre.

6 Naga Viper 1,349,000 Scoville Units

Once your infographic is complete, then
it’s time to promote it!
This section deserves far more words
than I am able to give it, but as a

audience, and generate
dozens of powerful

The ﬁrst pepper to tip the scale at over 1,000,000 Scoville Units, the sheer
blood-boiling heat of the Ghost Pepper has gathered viral attention numerous
times in the past. Because of this, many people still think it’s the hottest pepper in the world. Guess what folks, things get much hotter!

also from people
who discover your
infographic on the
directories, feature it
on their own website,
then credit you as the

Pixsy to keep track

Yet another pepper of extraordinary heat which comes from Trinidad
(what is it with that place?), this is another great tasting pepper of
the 7 Pot Red variety. Capable of growing big enough to ﬁll the palm
of your hand, the size of this pepper means it’ll have you breathing
ﬁre for days to come.

of exactly where your

10 Red Savina Habanero 500,000 Scoville Units

infographic is being

Back in the early days of hunting the world’s hottest chilli peppers, this
one was top of the food chain. Over time, it’s been overtaken by several
others, but don’t let that fool you, the Red Savina Habanero will get the
better of all but the most Teﬂon-tongued chilliheads!

Capsaicin and its related compounds, which are known as capsaicinoids,
are the active components that give chilli peppers their heat.

themselves, and

using a tool such as

9 7 Pot Red Giant 1,000,000 Scoville Units

Pure capsaicin measures between 15 – 16 million units on the Scoville scale
Pepper Spray measures up to 5.3 million units on the Scoville scale
Jalapeno peppers measure up to 8000 units on the Scoville scale
Bell peppers measure 0 on the Scoville scale

both the directories

As a bonus tip, try

Another pepper hailing from Trinidad, the so-called ‘7 Pot’ peppers got
their name from their ability to heat 7 pots of stew at once. Slightly
wrinkled in appearance, this pepper is great for use in hot sauces and
powders because of their high yield, incredible heat and pleasingly
fruity ﬂavour.

Bringing the Heat! Facts About Capsaicin

new backlinks, from

creator.

8 7 Pot Barrackpore 1,000,000 Scoville Units

featured online, and

Sources:
https://pepperhead.com/top-10-worlds-hottest-peppers/
https://www.chilipeppermadness.com/frequently-askedquestions/the-scoville-scale/
https://www.pepperscale.com/jalapeno-peppers/
https://www.tasteofhome.com/article/guide-to-peppersfrom-sweet-to-spicy/

follow-up with anyone
who has included your
infographic on their
website without linking
back to your site as the

Infographic by New Frontiers Marketing and Caterquip

you find something which you
audience.

creations to a massive

7 Ghost Pepper 1,041,427 Scoville Units

comprehensive data aggregation

think would work well for your

way to showcase your

Britain’s ﬁnest contribution to the world of extreme chilli peppers, the Naga Viper is a hybrid of many other
peppers, with the heat of all of them condensed into this monster.

you could browse through a
website such as Statista, until

which can be a great

*According to the Scoville Scale, a system designed to measure the heat of peppers

Hottest Chilli
IN THE
Peppers WORLD*

Stafford, because our infographic

If you have some graphic design

infographic directories,

THE TOP 10

minimum, you should research a
tool called Quuu Promote, which is a
social media promotion tool that will
get your infographic shared across

source.
Follow these steps
and you’ll be well on
your way to harnessing the power of
infographics for your own SEO strategy!

social media platforms hundreds of
times every month, and you should
also research the vast array of online

alex@new-frontiers-marketing.com

SEO For Small Businesses
From just £99 per month!
Call 07534 360926 to get started.
Affordable prices, great results!
www.quaymagazine.co.uk
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Aquila Consulting
Frameworks to help you to
meet Compliance

Advice and consultancy

Half-day | Full-day | Bespoke

Prep work and support

1-year | 2-year | 3-year packages

That suit YOUR needs

Whatever your compliance needs, from advice and consultancy; to review
and policy creation; to audits and training, we have a package to suit YOU.

Join the movement and get in touch today:

info@aquila-consulting.co.uk
www.aquila-consulting.co.uk

DIGI TAL MARKE T ING BY RUR AL PEOPLE FOR RUR AL BUSINES SES
Social Media Management
and Content Creation
Marketing Campaign
Design and Management
Brand Development
Website Design, Building
and Management

FREE initial consultation
Flexible and bespoke services for
the needs of your business
Industry-specific DISCOUNTS
availible for artisan businesses

Contact us for more info
www.quaymagazine.co.uk

@flamemarketingltd
info@flamemarketingltd.org
01803 814147
www.flamemarketingltd.org
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Blogging for
Your Business:

How to Make it Great! – Article by Hannah Danson
Why Blog?
It is a truth universally
acknowledged, that a
website with a lack of site
views, must be in want of a
blog.
Google needs some way to determine
whether your business is still operating,
and regular updates to your website

customers see it, and hopefully visit.

It should not give away all your

What you put in it will then determine

secrets, but intrigue people, so that

whether or not they stay.

they come to you for more. You don’t

What to Write About in
Your Business Blog

Your blog’s purpose, beyond Google,
is twofold:
1. To showcase you as a

are a good indicator of a live business.

knowledgeable person in your field and

Hence, a regularly updated blog, or

2. To portray you, or your business, as

news page, will earn your site higher
rankings, meaning more potential

50

good to do business with.

need people reading your blog and
saying ‘oh, that’s easy, I can do that
myself’!
For point 1, you need to consider
writing under some of the following
topics:
• Things you know that other people
don’t – think about FAQs, trade
secrets, areas of expertise which you
take for granted that others might find

www.quaymagazine.co.uk
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interesting, or funny stories from your

discussions with customers about why

finds, so don’t make assumptions of

‘world’

they came to you and how you helped

prior knowledge, and don’t leap in with

them?

all the industry jargon and acronyms

• Things that will help people
understand your product or service

You could also go properly interactive

better – such as care instructions,

and run a competition – with the

differentiators vs your competitors, or

chance to name a product line, or a

the history of your product or service

new office, or perhaps to win a hamper

• Exciting news in your world – like
stories that make the external media,
as well as technological developments,
or changes that will occur as a result of
e.g. Brexit
• Exciting news in your business – for
example, whether you’ve hired new
staff, or moved to new premises etc.

Get Your Customers Involved
Another whole area you could explore
is your customers. Can you write
case studies, customer journeys, or

full of goodies. You’ll also want to be
telling them about special offers, and
any changes to your service, such as a
Christmas closure.

Style and Tone of Voice

that you regularly use in other places.

Make A Plan

Once you have some ideas, it could
help to make a list and categorise
them. A spreadsheet, or coloured
post-it notes might work for you,
depending on how you think.
Categories such as ‘customer stories’,
‘how to’, ‘news’, ‘insider info’ and

How you come across is important.

‘FAQs’ will help you make a plan

Your blog can afford to be more casual

that rotates round different subjects,

than the rest of your site, since this is

to keep the interest up among your

where you sell yourself as ‘nice people’,

readers. Can you plan a series talking

who can easily be approached.

with your five biggest suppliers, or

Remember that this may be the first
page of your website that someone

www.quaymagazine.co.uk

your major product lines? Are there
annual events you can write around –
for example, charity awareness days
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or holidays that are important to your
business?
Once you have a list, tidy it into a
calendar, with maybe one or two blog
posts per month. A blog that starts off
with two posts a week and dwindles to
one a quarter just looks silly, so make
sure your plan is sustainable!

Getting Ideas onto Paper

There are few things more intimidating
than a blank sheet of paper and a
deadline by which to fill it. The key is to
put something down. Even if it’s ideas,
or headings, or bullet points. Once
you get some words on the page, it’s
always easier.
Fill in some points, doodle some

for the headline of the blog, and in the
text. Use them to illustrate, but also to
break up a big wall of text. Bullet points

notes, have a coffee, go for a walk…

are also good for this.

the possibilities are endless. Then write

Film is great – create a video tour of

some more. When you think you might
be finished, save it, and leave it. Come
back the next day and edit it. Then
publish it on your website. It always
helps to take a second (or third) look
over your content, with fresh eyes.
In short though, the general rule is
to write with the intent of; explaining
things you know which your customer
doesn’t, making yourself appear
friendly, and coming across as
knowledgeable.

your workplace, interview customers,

SEO – Search Engine
Optimisation

It may be late in the day to mention
this, but you need to be aware of it.
Knowing the keywords that people
use in searches for your business
means that you can use those words
in your blogs, and draw traffic to your
money is, so for example, don’t just
coffee’, or ‘ethically sourced coffee
beans’.

articles, write series, and refer back to

yourself. If you have staff, you can do
a ‘guest blog spot’, or rotate writing
duties around your team. You might
find an excellent writer just bursting to
show off their skills!
If you really can’t find the time to blog
(or loathe writing), and have no-one
who can handle it for you in-house,
there’s always outsourcing. A good
copywriter who does blogging will talk
with you about topics, your readers,
how often and how long your blogs
should be, and then produce regular
blogs with your input.

This is a whole huge topic of its own,

• ‘How To [do something tricky that

but it is easy to Google ‘finding long tail

your product can help with]’

keywords for my business’ and learn
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detailed articles. Link to previous

Also, you don’t have to write them all

you could try.

use ‘coffee’ use ‘artisan hand-roasted

Good images are also essential, both

news story can be mixed in with more

product: there are many different ideas

people in, like:

• ‘My Favourite [whatever it is]’,

blog – short pieces around a current

your own products.

site. Long-tail keywords are where the

• ‘Top 10 Best [something you sell]’

Keep putting new things on your

shoot a time-lapse of making a

Titles and Pictures

Exciting headlines like will help draw

Variety

how to get started.

www.quaymagazine.co.uk

www.hdwords.co.uk

Your local Exeter

web design company
We create websites that help Devon
businesses make an impact online.
Specialising in responsive web
design, bespoke web development,
and ecommerce website design, we
can provide you with everything you
need to stand out from the crowd.

T: 01392 314 023
M: 07912 581 163
simon.fincham@itseeze.com
www.itseeze-exeter.co.uk
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3 Critical Changes
To Your LinkedIn Account
Which Will Improve Your Performance – Article by Dean Seddon

Linkedin is an amazing platform
to generate business. Since
the start of 2020, LinkedIn has
reached:

growing network for professionals.

searching for?

There are no quick shortcuts to

• Over 600 million users

improve your performance:

Does your headline include
keywords for both your
industry expectations, and
your target audience?

• 61 million senior-level
influencers
• 40 million decision-makers
So why wouldn’t you want to
present your business in front of this
professional audience?
With 40% of active monthly users
on the platform daily, you could be
marketing your company on the fastest

success. But, here are a few changes
you can make right now, which will

First, Optimise Your
Headline and Profile

Your headline should spark curiousity
in your reader – ask yourself these
questions:

What can you do for your client?
Does your headline include the

keywords that your audience is

www.quaymagazine.co.uk

Your headline is a vital part of your
profile because your headline will
appear whenever you comment on
other people’s posts, or post content
yourself.
Often, people fill their profile with waffle
which does nothing to engage their
customer; or worse, they fill their profile
with industry waffle jargon, which only
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attracts more people from their field.

Next Up, We’re Going
To Take A Look At Your
Connections

Before connecting, think to yourself,
‘Who will benefit from my services?’

a quick-fire way to connect
with the management through
association.

Finally, Follow
Useful Hashtags

Hashtags on Linkedin offer you

Connect with people who could be

a vast amount of knowledge

future clients. Never connect with

and content inspiration. You

someone who offers the same service

can follow significant keywords

as yourself, unless you can offer them

and look for the new keywords that are

something extra.

popping up.

Also, Don’t Get Snobby With
Your Connections

By utilising your ability to search for

and generate more business, check out

industry hashtags, and knowing what

our events.

A few CEOs won’t compare to a whole

your audience is talking about, you’ll be

following of Managers, who will share

able to join the conversation and get in

your content with more CEOs in the

front of them. You can even use these

long run anyway. Connecting with

hashtags as keywords to add into

team members of a dream client is

your headline to increase your profile
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visibility.
If you would like more tips on how to
make your Linkedin an essential tool,

‘Win Your Next Client on Linkedin’ is
dedicated to generating more leads for
businesses of all sizes. Head over to
Maverrik.com for more information!
www.maverrikdigital.co.uk

One Stop Shop
For Print,
Design & Web
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www.icandyprint.co.uk | info@icandyprint.co.uk
07584 677876
Commercial Printing:
We print anything from:
flyers, business cards, ID cards
and stationary to: roller banners,
signage and other large format.

Graphic Design:

Offering a full design service
ranging from commercial print
design, online graphics, logo design,
illustration and 3D modelling (CAD).

3D Printing:

A rapidly growing sector we
have now invested in. We can print
in a range of specialist materials on
either our FDM or Resin 3D printers.
3D CAD design and replication of
parts available.
www.quaymagazine.co.uk

Specialist Print:

Specialising in sublimation print
we can offer unique photo and
artist prints to: photo slates,
boards, metal substrates
and mouse mat material.

Web Design:

We can design, host and
supply professional websites
such as small business sites,
to large e-commerce solutions.
A range of services can be
applied such as: SEO, site
architecture and optimisation.
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TARGET YOUR MARKET

LEAFLET DISTRIBUTION
• SHARED OR SOLUS LEAFLET DELIVERY
• NO COMPETITION DELIVERED
WITH YOUR LEAFLET
• GPS TRACKED
• RAPID RESPONSE DELIVERY
• SHARED SHEET ADVERTISING
AREAS COVERED INCLUDE:
Torbay, Plymouth, Launceston and Exeter

CALL TODAY 07976 405801
Email: sales@locomotionmarketing.co.uk

www.locomotionmarketing.co.uk
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Staying Social
While Social Distancing
An article by Marie Fieldhouse

Technology is helping us feel
connected to others during the
Coronavirus pandemic, with
many people embracing video
conferencing to plug the gap of
social distancing.

enjoying the novelty of actual face-to-

alternative ways to feel connected.

face conversation – albeit with some

Perhaps by speaking to our neighbours

shouting involved, as we all keep our

more often than we did previously, or

distance.

by using technology to plug the gap

The Thursday night ‘Clap For Our

social interactions have been one of

Carers’ has become a weekly social

Human beings are social creatures, and
the restrictions on our movements and
many challenges in this new world we

highlight where I live. Neighbours wave

find ourselves living in.

and chat from in front of their houses,

We are, however, discovering

www.quaymagazine.co.uk

of seeing each other in person. From
hanging out with friends, to virtual
coffees with colleagues, to online
meetings, we are turning to video
conferencing as a way to stay social
while staying home.
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Online Networking Open For
Business
Networking is a good example of this,
with many groups moving, almost
seamlessly, from physical events to
online.
As a freelancer, I have definitely been
missing networking events. This would
have come as a surprise to me only
12 months ago, since this was when
I first plucked up the courage to start
attending them, but over the past
year, networking had become a valued
source of contact with people during
my working week.
However, it turns out that there are
plenty of options if I want to continue
to network, ranging from structured
sessions, to those which provide
opportunities for general conversation.
The ‘LinkedIn Locals’, hosted by Vic
Williams and Lesley Anderson, are
hugely popular in-person meetups,

Jelly South West is holding weekly

group has built a reputation for hosting

virtual meetings, giving support for

a huge variety of networking events

freelancers and small businesses, with

across Devon, and a pandemic is not

guest speakers and a chance to share

putting a stop to that.

ideas and issues. One of the challenges
for me, is that any online networking
I attend, is also likely to involve my
‘two little co-workers’, for as long as
the schools are closed. Thankfully,
the Jelly organisers are happy for
your children to make an appearance,
which definitely helps me to feel more
comfortable about joining in!

a social get-together on a Saturday
evening, and ‘The Big One’ on a
Thursday. This involves eighty people in
the chat room, and the session being
broadcast live across Facebook and
other social media channels to over
30,000 followers. This means that
people have been joining in from all

with a more relaxed vibe, in line with

over the UK, as well as more far-flung

the informal dynamic of the group’s

places, such as South Africa, America

physical meetups in Bovey Tracey. In

and Australia. Lee Randall-Pybus,

the online chats, they also incorporate

Director at Your Partnerships, says that

other ‘Laptop Friday’ groups based

the people attending the online events

in Gloucestershire and Cardiff. Louise

report they are making even more

Jenner, who hosts the Devon meetings,

connections than they did through the

says that the feedback has been very

face-to-face meetings.

positive, and people are connecting far

hosted a session on Zoom, and found

This is something that ‘Your
Partnerships’ have also found. The

to a guest speaker, and then split into
two ‘rooms’ to share LinkedIn tips.
Following the encouraging feedback
from this, there are now further
sessions in the pipeline.
Nicki Bidgood, who organises the
‘Devon Women in Business’ and the
‘Newton Abbot Network Group’, has
trialled Zoom meetings for both. These
are focused on general discussion,
with attendees introducing themselves,
before answering a question which is
designed to generate conversation.
The online meetups have been wellreceived, and will continue to run on a
regular basis.
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four events per day during the week,

Friday’, is also running weekly chats

more widely than before.

online space. Forty attendees listened

and non-members is extensive, with

The co-working group, ‘Laptop

during normal times. They have already
that the format translates well to the

Its online offering for both members

www.quaymagazine.co.uk

The Future Of Networking?
With no need to factor in travelling

time to attend an event, and the ability
to connect with those outside of the

ISSUE #COVID-19 | BUSINESS

local area, there are clearly benefits to
moving networking online which go
beyond the immediate need to adapt
to new circumstances. It would be an
interesting side effect of this virus, if the
switch to virtual networking remained
popular after we have all returned to
normality.
It has certainly changed things for
Your Partnerships; ‘This situation has
prompted us to create a new online
platform that will keep running when
we go back to our regular events,’ says
Randall-Pybus. ‘This will mean we can
continue to attract businesses from
across the UK, and also internationally.’
Nicki Bidgood is also considering

be wary of being in close proximity to

towards using video in marketing,

others at large events.

which has been the trend over the last
couple of years.

adding virtual meetups into the mix

‘It all depends on how the world

permanently for the Newton Abbot

goes back to work,’ he says. ‘Human

‘Now that people have been forced

Network Group, which would give

interaction is the key, however. We may

to use the technology more, they’ve

greater flexibility for those attending,

be satisfied with Zoom now, because

discovered it’s not so scary,’ says

by providing an alternative which

we have no alternatives. As soon as

David Kilkelly, who is the founder

supplements physical meetings.

these alternatives are available again,

of Remote Video Team. ‘It will be

there will be an upsurge in face-to-face

embraced further in the future, even

networking.’

after the current restrictions are lifted.’

Louise Jenner believes that networking
is being transformed by the isolation
period. ‘It will change the way we work
in the future.

Embracing Video

We will still love meeting up in real

conferencing during this period will

life from time to time, but I hope that
more can be done online to combat
unnecessary travel and expenditure in
the years to come.’
Vic Williams can also see a case for
online networking remaining popular for
some time, particularly as people may

It is likely though, that our use of video
have a lasting legacy.
Some people are discovering the
technology for the first time, or are
becoming more confident in using it
as a communication tool – whether
for networking, or speaking to clients.
This may also help to cement the shift

www.quaymagazine.co.uk

Technology is never going to wholly
replace our face-to-face interactions,
but video is undoubtedly a useful way
to stay social while we are apart. As
businesses realise the many benefits
of video for online communication, and
become more familiar with using this
on a regular basis, it is easy to see the
trend continuing post-pandemic.
www.wordhouse.co.uk
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ARTICLE

The Art Of Listening
Article by Barry Cole

At a recent Torbay Business
Network event held at Pier Point
Bar & Restaurant, I used my 60
seconds to encourage everyone
to stop listening to the news,
get their head down, and stay
focused on their business.

I accept that we need to keep abreast
of current affairs, but we often allow
ourselves to react to negative news
in a way which is detrimental to our
business.

That recession, and the one in the early
80s when the cost of a barrel of crude
oil went from $14 to $34, taught me
so much about survival. I also learnt to

One of my favourite quotes is, ‘Stay

be selective about listening, and learnt

away from negative people; they have

how to be a better listener.

a problem for every solution.’ In 1973,
I was involved with taking over a hotel
at the start of a 3-year recession. That
was when inflation reached 24% and
interest rates were 15%! But at the
time, we made a positive decision to
ignore the doom and gloom; we kept
our heads down, and as a result were
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remarkably successful.
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I believe that one of the reasons why
companies with women on their board
can have an edge in the marketplace,
is because women are better listeners
than men. I invariably find in meetings,
and on company boards, that men are
so busy thinking about what they want
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to say next, that they fail to
listen to what the others are
saying.
In 1985, I took over as
Managing Director of the
Osborne Hotel and Timeshare
in Torquay. Those were the
years when Timeshare had
the worst possible image. The
Osborne was acknowledged
as one of the most reputable
in the industry, and had
the highest closing ratio of
1:3, when the industry as a
whole was generally happy to

on your mobile phone or tablet is easy,

know both their personal and business

achieve 1:10 at best. Again, that was

and simplifies the process of storing

aspirations. Good listening allows me

because we knew how to listen to our

the information. However, a crucial

to do this, and helps me to deliver the

prospective timeshare owners. The

advantage of writing notes on paper,

Three Cs of being ‘Clear, Concise &

favourite word of my most successful

is that the people you’re listening

Consistent’ in how I support them.

salesperson was, ‘hmm’ – followed by

to will know for sure that you’re not

keeping her mouth shut. The more she

just checking your emails while only

listened, and the more she murmured

pretending to pay attention. More

‘hmm’, the more the client spoke. The

importantly, I can put thoughts down

more the client spoke, the better we

into bullet points while still listening to

understood them, and therefore the

what is being said around me.

better we were able to provide them
with a benefit, not a product.

Being the ‘Resultant’ allows me to
provide all the benefits that a small
business could have from a nonexecutive director or a partner, without
having to giveaway equity, without
paying out dividends, and without

Now, as a ‘critical friend’ to leaders

having to consult on every decision.

of small businesses, my ability to help

After 50 years in business, during

them relies on my listening skills. I am

which time I have learnt so much while

not a ‘consultant’, and I work with my

working in 12 companies and 24 jobs, I

clients for the long haul – as opposed

have become more and more attached

to for one-off projects. To do so

to my little notebook, in spite of my

effectively, I have to embed myself in

fondness for technology. Making notes

their business; that means getting to

A ‘critical friend’ has to be able to be a
good learner and a good listener.
As wise people say, ‘To learn from
others, zip your lips!’

www.barrycole.co.uk

Fees are based on a monthly retainer initially for 6 months, are set at a level to
suit each individual company, mindful of their size and aﬀordability.
Most importantly, I oﬀer a GUARANTEE. If I haven’t helped you in the ﬁrst
month, or you don’t think I can help in the future, there is nothing to pay.

NO WIN FOR YOU;
NO FEE FOR ME.

www.linkedin.com/in/barrymcole | 07776 39 55 35

www.barrycole.co.uk

“Barry has been instrumental in the launch and growth of Tubers Academy from day one”, Nick Ellison - Tubers Academy

www.quaymagazine.co.uk
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Restaurants & Home Dining
In The ‘New World’ – Article by Rehan Uddin

We are now well into the
lockdown caused by the
COVID-19 pandemic. Speaking
as Managing Director of the
Asian Restaurant Owners
Network (ARON), and as the
head chef and owner of the
Bombay Express, Torquay, I
have a birds-eye view of the
collateral damage caused by
COVID-19.

5 bookings, while operating heavily

business strategy. They either failed

staffed kitchens. Business turnover was

and lost money, or cut their losses and

slashed by 85% for most places…with

closed their doors until further notice.

The restaurant-only establishments

right now? Well, restaurants with no

were decimated in the first week of
restrictions being enforced; 160+
seat restaurants were taking barely
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not a whisper of recovery in sight.

All of this took place before Chancellor

These restaurants immediately tried to

Rishi Sunak moved to allow employers

manoeuvre themselves into a takeout

to furlough. This saw the government

operation to retain a form of turnover.

pay 80% of staff wages for 3 months,

Collections and delivery allowed for

provided that the business was either

some normalcy, and then… BOOM!

closed, or staff were not required for

Social Distancing arrived.

a short period of time. The company

So what is happening to restaurants
delivery services or experience in
delivering hot food, tried to adjust their

www.quaymagazine.co.uk

would also be required to retain
employees (if possible) when the time
comes to reopen.
In the middle of all of this, wholesalers
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stocked up to the high heavens, in the

doing stellar business in this climate.

assumption that:

However, previous issues still remain.

3. Short, short, short menus.
(Did I mention short?)

1. Restaurants would become
somewhat successful
takeaway establishments

Bad HR practice, and cheaper than

4. Improved pricing structure

2. The consumer demand for
takeaways would be
humongous.
However, both of these assumptions
proved to be incorrect.
Many restaurants and takeaways
have shut their doors, for a variety of
reasons.
What were the wholesalers to do
now? Again, flipping their operation
away from standard practices, they
decided to reach the local community
by offering local delivery services to the
general public.
This has proved successful with the
large numbers of people who are

cheap pricing has resulted in minimal
profits and lack of eligibility to furlough
existing and previous employees,
leaving restaurants no choice but to
stay open.
Substandard establishments that
have chosen to stay open seem to be
excelling during this period, as they
take on a monopoly they never thought
they would have.
Some well-established takeaway
businesses are reporting Saturday
nights being sold out after the first
hour, including having 65 orders in the
first 25 minutes of being open. But with
over 18 staff members in the building
preparing this volume of orders, can
this be considered safe practice?
How do you socially distance yourself

5. A new style of operation
6. The replacement of people
with machines (i.e. automation)
7. Reduced face to face
services
8. More flavoursome and
nutritious menus
9. International recruitment of
specialised skills
10. Much, much, much
improved HR practices
Thus, I sit at home preparing my ‘battle
plans’ for the return to my restaurant
operation at Bombay Express Torquay;
looking, listening, smelling and feeling
the industry’s pain and suffering, while
considering my strategy with the above

and your staff, with that many people

criteria in mind.

risk the supermarket trip; instead, they

operating in and around one kitchen?

have items delivered directly to their

Can there be a new mode of operation

These are unprecedented times, and

in the changing landscape of Asian

housebound and unable to get out or

houses in a contactless delivery form.

what I see coming for the industry in

hospitality? As we enter the New World,

Front of house teams with no

the future is:

I believe the answer to that is Yes.

customers to serve, in the restaurants

1. Mass closures

The ‘New World’ is not filled with

that have chosen to stay open, have
either been let go or furloughed until
further notice. The restaurants who
do still operate as takeaways are

2. Restaurants converting to
takeaways on a permanent
basis

perfectly rounded corners and
photoshopped lifestyles; it is about to
get very real, and those that do not
meet the standards as a business will
be found out immediately. The value of
£10 has never been more scrutinised
than it is today, and the microscope will
be firmly zoomed-in on the hospitality
industry for the foreseeable future.
The key is making the customer want
more. The question is; have you got
what it takes?
www.bombayexpresstorquay.com

www.quaymagazine.co.uk
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Save money with a
buzzbox phone system
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per month
FREE phone

+ Cloud Based + No Contract + Work Anywhere
+ Deskphone or App + 500 Minutes
+ Landline Number
Call on 0330 122 2230 or hello@buzzbox.cc
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Working From Home
WITH PETS

The Good, The Bad and The Fun – An article by Annie Page
I’m lucky during this difficult
time in that I work from home
about 80% of the time, and
my husband works from home
100%. We have two dogs and
they are quite used to ignoring
us being here, sleeping in
whichever room they want,
going off into the garden, and
letting us know when it’s time
for some food.
As much as the lockdown is an
adjustment for us and how we are
working, it is also a big adjustment for

many of our pets, and the concern for

meeting with colleagues, things are (for

a lot of trainers and pet parents that

the most part) a bit more relaxed. We

I have spoken to, is how our pets will

aren’t all suited and booted, and there

adjust to us not being around again,

is the leeway of knowing the normal

when things have returned to normal.

rules don’t apply – be aware though,

In the meantime however, how can
we make the most of the time with our
pets?

that there are some things to look out
for:
1. If you see someone look as though

Firstly, we want to see them on the
Zoom calls! Well I do, anyway.
Whether we are networking online
(check www.yourpartnerships.co.uk
for some great networking events) or

www.quaymagazine.co.uk

they are wobbling around, it might just
be a hefty Labrador’s tail hitting the
back of their screen.
2. If the person suddenly disappears,

it’s not necessarily a connection issue
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– it might be the same hefty tail of the
same Labrador whacking across the
keyboard, and pressing a selection of
buttons which disconnects the video,
audio or both.
3. If it sounds as though someone is
crying in copious amounts of pain,
don’t worry – it’s likely to be two
Labradors who haven’t eaten for
30 minutes, and think they’ve been
abandoned.
OK, so these might be what happens
in my house, and I’m sure everyone

(in fact most animals will enjoy a version

having fun. Be careful that you keep an

those with cats may have more issues

of these).

eye on how many treats they’re getting,

with them sitting on their keyboard, and

1. Scatter Feed

as you don’t want to fatten them up!

Instead of just feeding your pets from

Finally, give your pets some alone time.

the bowl, throw the food into the

Let them have a space which they can

garden and let them find it – it will take

relax in, without you being in the same

longer, and they will eat slower. If you

room. This will help them when things

raw feed (and don’t want to throw food

return to normal, and they don’t have

around the garden) think about getting

you around as much.

has their own version – for example,

we all know you don’t move a cat who
has decided to grace you with their
presence.
Talking of cats, they will also need to
adjust. Although they might think it is
a bit of a novelty to have you home all
day every day, remember to give them
a place to escape to.

Exercise Their Bodies

At the time of writing, we can still head
outside to exercise each day, which is
great for our dog walks. You can even
let your dog have a sniffari, where you
let your dog’s nose choose the route.
You may find that you don’t cover
as much ground as normal, and feel
like you’ve not really given them any
exercise – however, dogs understand
the world through their nose, and
sniffing is a great brain activity for them,
so they will be more tired than if they’d
had a 2 hour hike instead!

Exercise Their Minds

There are lots of brain games you can
play with your pets – dogs, cats and
even parrots can all enjoy the following
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a kong or similar type of toy to use with
feeding. If you have a parrot, then this
is going to be an indoor game!

2. Toilet Tubes

Put food into the tubes, squash the
ends together and let them discover
how to get the food out. If you’ve not
done this type of game before, you
may need to help them a little bit.

3. Teach Your Pets Some New
Tricks, Or Play Their Favourite
Games

Stay safe, stay home and enjoy your
time with your pets (and if you’re on a
Zoom networking call with me, then I
want to see your pets!)
Note: Please remember that The World
Health Organisation (WHO) have said:
‘There is no evidence that a dog, cat,
or any pet can transmit COVID-19.’
Rescuers have been finding dogs and
cats abandoned on their doorsteps
during this pandemic, from people
fearful of catching the virus from

Despite cats pretending that they don’t

them. There is a lot of misinformation,

‘do’ games, they can have a lot of fun –

which, unfortunately is being put out

hide and seek is any easy game to play

by mainstream media, as well as

with most pets.

Social Media channels. If you need

All games and enrichment should be
fun and not frustrating for your pet. If
they are learning a new game or trick,
take it slow and go at their pace – just
like us, pets learn quicker when they’re

www.quaymagazine.co.uk

any advice, please contact your own
Vet (they are probably working with
a skeleton staff so please check their
website for the best way to contact
them).

www.anniepage.co.uk
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ARTICLE

The Lockdown
Opportunity
An article by David Collins

We would all have liked to avoid
the personal and business
challenges of the Coronavirus
Lockdown.

– and from where. And whom we want

Pick one or more from the 7 ‘Ps’, and

to do business with.

you’ll emerge on the other side of the

But the interruption to ‘business

we can create a bigger picture.

What’s next for you?

as usual’ has certainly created

And from this perspective, the

You have not taken control and

opportunities.
Finally, we have time to tackle those

If we are clear on what’s most
important to us – i.e. our values – then

COVID-19 pandemic will be seen as
just a (very big) bump in the road, rather

non-urgent jobs, either working in the

than a dead end.

business, or on the business. To take

Here are some business tips I have

stock, reset and re-charge.
Time to assess the way we do business
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selected, to help us all take things in
our stride.
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lockdown stronger, leaner, and clearer.

Personal Routines:

planned your day when you’re going
at 100 miles an hour. If you create
routines and compartmentalise
activities around strict-ish schedules,
it leads to better-focused time being
spent on the business, yourself, or
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your family, without the guilty thoughts

of your personal and business life. This

you still have access to your business

of, ‘I should be doing more, or doing

includes the ultimate sale, closure or

premises. You may not need work

something else’.

handover of the business. You’ve then

done to the structure of the building

set your compass.

itself, but how about reviewing your

Processes: The ‘Business Manual’.
The way in which we do business,

from an initial enquiry by a potential

Profit: Face ‘The Brutal Facts’.

Numbers don’t lie. If you have reliable

sources of revenue, utility bills, or
even considering whether a physical
premises is essential to your business?

customer, to after-sales support.

information, you can make informed

Do you have a slick, systematised

decisions. In my opinion, quarterly

People: For many people. the ‘Number

summaries of figures are really useful.

One’ concern is their team. Now is a

Pick your most utilised sources of data,

good time to address the belief that

and set up fail-safe recording methods,

peoples’ priority is to work for you

at a minimum of every 3 months. This

and the business. Like you, they have

way, you can monitor trends that need

one or two highest values, which are

addressing immediately, rather than

ultimately what they go to work for.

a year later, when your accountant

How about taking this opportunity to

produces your End of Year figures,

talk, and ask, ‘What’s most important

and asks, ‘What happened back there

to you – really?’

process, which minimises errors, and
stops things slipping through the net?
McDonalds provide a manual when you
open a franchise – ‘Do it this way and it
will work and make money’.
Mine is a simple 7-step process which
makes it clear for clients, and removes
any ambiguity when I am working. Can
you write a business manual for your
business? It’s worth doing.
Profile: ‘One Thing’. Can you identify
something that you are really good at

– even if it’s completely unique, which
you could become the best in the world
at?
When you’re clear on your ‘One
Thing’, this is a good starting point for
branding, establishing your Unique
Selling Point, and connecting with
your target audience via social media
networks and online marketing.
Planning: ‘The Long Term Vision’.

Would you ever ride the bus with no
plan of where you are going? With
business, like travel, first you have to
set your destination. One way of doing
this, is to think about, and write down,
what the ‘best’ looks like for every area
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then?’

And make sure you listen to them!

Premises: This might be the

opportunity to complete those niggling

www.davidcollinsconsultancy.co.uk

‘to-dos’ from the past few months, if

www.quaymagazine.co.uk
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An article by Katy Berrill
What is Professional
Bid Writing?

and pitches, research opportunities,

bid winning process. They can help

liaise with clients to understand their

optimise your bids to match and

Winning work or funds can
often be the lifeblood of a
business or charity, ensuring
that they have the chance to
survive and prosper.

needs, goals and values, and produce

exceed the required criteria. They

persuasive, effective bids intended to

can phrase pitches and structure

win more work for the clients.

documentation into an effective,

Professional bid writers prepare

unique entity. Personalisation of the bid

documents and pitches for clients to
help them win contracts that have been
put out for tender, or craft applications
for charities, non-profits and other
organisations to help them secure
additional funding. Bid writers may
also implement or overhaul a systemic
bid creation approach within specific

The very best bid writing services also
treat each business as an entirely
— so that the individual expertise and

They Save Time and Resources:
Professional bid writers have a wealth
of experience that they can use to

to stand out from the competition — is

achieve results. For clients, their time

key to winning work.

and resources that would otherwise

Why Are Professional Bid
Writing Services Valuable?

companies.
As a minimum, professional bid writers

Bid writing professionals have
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package.

approach of the business is highlighted

They Make Use of Experts with
Proven Results:

will prepare technical bid documents

professional, and persuasive final

experience in the key parts of the

www.quaymagazine.co.uk

need to be spent researching
opportunities, pursuing new leads,
meeting bid criteria, and preparing
essential documents, can instead be
saved by delegating these jobs to
experts, who know how to complete
each task to a high standard.
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They Offer Sustainable
Approaches to Securing
Work and Funds:

bids, the amount of money involved,
and whether the bid is a pitch for work,
or an attempt to secure additional

budget constraints.
In science, healthcare and technology
industries, the approach can be

Professional bid and tender support

funding.

writers can also implement a bid

Bids can even vary in their style and

both. In these sectors, it is especially

tone. Some bids will require a more

common to use bid writing to secure

creative approach, while it is imperative

funds and grants.

creation process in your business,
or optimise your existing approach.
This means that as your business
continues to grow, the bid process is
always running in the background —
maximising opportunities, approaching
clients effectively, and continuing to
successfully bid on contracts.
All these factors, and more, mean that
professional bid writers can help you
win more work!

How Bids May Differ, and
How Bid Writers Can Help
Companies Adapt
One of the reasons businesses are
so keen to hire professional bid
writers, is because of how widely the
requirements for individual bids can
differ, depending on the terms of the
contract being bid on, the industry or
sector of the organisation inviting the

creative, technical, or a combination of

for others to meet certain criteria and
parameters.

Charities and other non-profit
organisations also make regular use of

For example, flourishing creative

professional bid writers. It is especially

industries such as online streaming

important for charities to have a diverse

platforms, video on demand services

range of incomes – donations are vital,

and premium graphic design have all

but so is access to the grants and

become lucrative sectors of their own,

funding which support their work.

and bids for work in these industries
may demand a novel approach or
a more visual, eye-catching style,
alongside the tried and tested bid
fundamentals of understanding the
client’s brand, audience demographic
and company values.
In the utilities sector, however, the bid
writing process may be more technical
and specialised, while the construction
sector may have very specific
resources, technicalities, regulations or

Whatever the nature of their business,
professional bid writing services
can help clients to identify the most
appropriate and effective approach to
take when making a bid.

Success Stories

All over the world and across a range
of industries, bid writing services have
helped their clients to secure contracts,
funding, and billions of revenues
in additional work. Charities have
managed to continue their great work
due to successful professional bids for
funding, while every day businesses
win contracts that are crucial to their
survival and growth.
Even one-off projects such as local
events and campaigns have found the
financial support they needed with the
help of a professional bid writer.
Here at Bid & Tender Support, we
are highly experienced in a range of
industries and sectors. Our work is
as varied as our clients, and we treat
every single job as a unique, individual
project.
For example, we recently provided
a full end-to-end service support for

www.quaymagazine.co.uk
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an Event Management and Video

resources by outsourcing to us and

instead dedicate extra resources back

Production client.

was able to take advantage of several

into providing an excellent service.

As the business provided creative,

great opportunities.

high quality video content and

Another client of ours was a successful

coverage for events, it was necessary

cleaning company determined to

for them to travel frequently. As a

re-secure their most lucrative regular

result, not enough time or resources

contracts. We were able to help

could be used effectively to research

them achieve this with effective

opportunities, complete tenders and

documentation and presentations

documentation, and win more lucrative

that distinguished them from the

work.

competition.

Get in Touch

We are an experienced team of
professional bid writers who have
produced remarkable results for clients
of all sizes, across a range of industries.
Allowing our professionals to manage

troppuS redneT dna diB tA
gnidivorp no si sucof ruo
elbixefl a htiw snoitasinagro
ot noitulos elbadroffa dna
.krow erom gninniw ylpmis
That’s Where We Came In

We identified key opportunities through
our Search Service, prepared effective
and persuasive documents, and

collaborated with their team to share

documents, complete processes and
secure more work.

As a result, the client saved time and

We also identified several additional

opportunities for them across the area
in which they operated and created a
library of template tender documents

every aspect of your bid process can
dramatically improve your results; for
example, we have secured over £1
billion in additional work for our clients
over the past 10 years and are keen to
increase this total!

so that the process can continue to run
smoothly in the future.

Now, their documents will not need to

be created from scratch time and time

info@bidandtendersupport.co.uk

again, meaning that the business can

PROMO FACE MASKS
This is a great way to have your brand walking out and about
over the next few weeks when we will probably be asked to
wear them when we go back to work
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Another Way
To Do Business
Article and photography by Edward Chapman

For most of my working life,
I have been a Chartered
Accountant; first working in
audit firms, then moving into
management in the financial
services sector.

the musical ‘Cabaret’ was my theme

I was immune to the barbs sent my

started running and taking on big

way, such as ‘accountants know the
cost of everything and the value of
nothing’.
I knew that cost/benefit analysis was
critical if businesses wanted to be
profitable, and I could always counter
with ‘cash is king’ and ‘money makes
the world go around.’ That song from

76

tune.

When I became a parent, my views
started to change; the time I had with
my children was wonderful – something
that money could not buy. Then I
challenges in the natural environment,
and I became dissatisfied with my
business life. My way of thinking
changed; money became less
important. A few lines of a poem I learnt

- Thomas Nashe
The epiphany came in January 2017
when I heard Dave Cornthwaite talk at
the Adventure Travel show. He used to
be a London-based graphic designer
who played computer games in the
evening until he realised that his cat
got out more and had a more exciting
life that he did. Dave gave up his job
and skateboarded across Australia.
He is currently working on achieving

in school kept coming to mind:

25 journeys of 1,000-miles or more

‘Rich men, trust not in wealth

I wanted some of that. A few weeks

Gold cannot buy you health’

www.quaymagazine.co.uk

without motorised transport. Wow!
later he ran a workshop called ‘How to
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Make a Living from Your Passions’ and

The second event is in Romania in

Those are the big events; there are

Trailrunningman was born.

August. This one came out of the blue,

lots of small ones that work on a

when I was contacted via Facebook by

similar principle. For example, I am an

someone I didn’t know, but who knew

ambassador for the National Running

my reputation. A few messages and a

Show. All I have to do is promote them

Skype call later, and it was all sorted. I

on social media, and the benefit I get

would run the race as an ambassador

back is significant. I am associated with

for his business (Ultimate Trail

a respected brand, have my photo and

Adventures), provide the organisers

bio featured on their website and am

with feedback to help them improve the

given a code for a free ticket to offer my

event, and help to publicise it.

followers. I get access to the VIP area

Dave’s best bit of advice was ‘You
spend what you earn, so get used to
spending very little’. That didn’t mean
that I wasn’t going to have a great time,
it was just that money would not play a
great part in my activities.
‘Some people are so poor, all they
have is money.’

- Patrick Meagher
My passions are travel, running
and being outdoors in the natural
environment. Trailrunningman lets me
do that for very little or no money, and
sometimes I get paid for doing it. The
business model is quite simple; be an
expert in my niche (multi-day running
events), write about it, talk about it
and become well known and open to
opportunities.
This year, I have free entry into
three multi-day events (although
COVID-19 means one is postponed
until next year. I hope the other two
survive). These events typically cost
about £2,000 each, so free entry is
a significant benefit. It also gives me

The third event is in South Africa at the
end of October, a 7-day self-sufficiency
event in the Kalahari Desert. I love it.
I am the UK agent for the event, so
as well as getting commission when
people from the UK enter, I get a free
place. Heaven!
Before the South Africa trip, I am off to
Spain for a week, all expenses paid,
to help with a multi-day race there.
The organiser, who I met in Bhutan,
wanted some experienced ultra runners
who understand what is needed to
supplement his local team. There are
four Brits who go over; two medics, me
and my friend, Annie, who I met in the

at the show, and entry to the industry
networking dinner at a 90% discount.
I was sitting on a table with Lazarus
Lake (founder of the Berkley Marathon
– a legend in my world) Anna McNuff
(unbelievable achievements) and Nikki
Love (who probably eclipses Anna). Oh,
and I even get a drawing of me as a
Lego figure to use on social media!
It’s worth repeating:
‘Some people are so poor, all they
have is money.’

- Patrick Meagher
www.trailrunningman.com

Kalahari.

something to write about, which I can
then get paid for. The Cape Wrath
Ultra entry (the one which has been
postponed) came about because I
volunteered on the previous event. Part
of the deal was volunteers get a free
entry into the following event. My travel
expenses were paid, and I was fed. I
had a wonderful eight days in Scotland
with a great team of like-minded people
and I mixed with some wonderful
runners. Several said they only
managed to stay in the event because
of my advice; that helps to build my
reputation.

www.quaymagazine.co.uk
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Could you do with
help maintaining
your accreditations?
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We offer full-service Compliance
& Accreditation Management
Renewal Reminder Services
Full Implementation of ISO 9001 in
partnership with the BSI
Full Compliance Reviews for
recertification audits on ISO 9001
Accreditation Document Management
Training and Support for Staff
Supplier Auditing

Visit us at: www.kcscompliance.com
or email: katy@kcscompliance.com
to find out more.
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Proven Strategies for
Digital Marketing
During Coronavirus – Article by Richard Forshaw-Smith

Many businesses, particularly
in the hospitality sector,
have had to double down on
digital marketing during the
Coronavirus pandemic, purely
to stay alive.

1. If you aren’t already,
start doing more promotion
through social media

don’t be too promotional, as it will put

According to Econsultacy, 87% of

effective social media marketing

We’ve compiled our up-to-date

during the pandemic, and 70%

advice to help your business not only
survive, but use it as a springboard
opportunity for when the current
disruption subsides.

people off.
With this in mind, some ideas for

marketers predict an increase in the

include:

use of online services by consumers

Utilise Check-Ins

forecast an increase in e-commerce
usage.

This strategy is all about using the
power of Facebook check-ins to
create word-of-mouth, viral traffic to

Talking about your products and
services on social media is great, but

www.quaymagazine.co.uk

local restaurants (plus it can be used
for other local niches).
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The problem in our new COVID-19
world is that people are stuck indoors.
So how can your business benefit from
check-ins when no one is visiting your
business?
It’s actually very simple. People can still
be incentivised to check-in, even when
they are not physically going to your
business location.
For example, let’s say your restaurant
has switched to 100% home delivery.
You can set up a ‘check-in contest’
for customers, whereby anyone who
orders home delivery and checks into
the business location on Facebook
will get entered into a weekly/monthly
contest to win a prize.
The effect is the same. All the
customer’s friends see that they have
checked in and recommended this
restaurant. This means increased online

2. Get Into Facebook and
Instagram Ads
There are some BIG reasons you

should be using Facebook advertising
for supporting your business during this
crisis.
For a start, people are obviously

help you get more sales.

spending more time at home.

Try Creating ‘Viral Events’

Almost everyone is in lockdown; we’re

Let’s imagine you run a Mexican
restaurant. Under normal trading, you
could have a ‘Taco Tuesdays’, where

becoming more isolated, and working
from home. We have already seen the
stats which show people are spending
more time in front of a screen.

all tacos are half price. People love

They are reaching out to friends and

saying they were at an event, and love

family, doing online shopping, and

showing off about it on social media.

checking for news updates.

It’s easy to think this strategy can’t

People are spending a LOT more time

work now, because people aren’t able

scrolling through their newsfeed on

to go out and attend events. But, just

Facebook, as it’s a major source of

like the check-in strategy, it’s so easy

news and information.

to translate this to online events.

This increases the likelihood of your

Using the above Mexican restaurant

business getting in front of your

example, there’s nothing to stop you

audience.

changing the event to a ‘Taco Tuesday
Takeout’ event… in fact, you could
get creative and get people to share
photos of themselves enjoying their
tacos at home!
80

available.
At the same time, other advertisers
have been cutting their advertising
budgets. And some have been pulling
out altogether: a survey carried out by

exposure for your business, which will

Again, this can work with other niches.

which means there are more ad spaces

Secondly, the cost of advertising has
dropped dramatically. As a result of
all this additional screen time, people
are spending more time on Facebook,

www.quaymagazine.co.uk

The Clikk found that 53% of marketers
had cancelled or reduced their online
advertising spend.
Yet at the same time, Facebook
announced they are working flat out to
maintain a HUGE increase in traffic on
Facebook, WhatsApp, Messenger and
Instagram, as a quarter of the planet’s
population went into lockdown. In the
countries hit hardest by the virus, total
messaging has increased more than
50% over the last month.
More people are on the platform, and
advertisers are pulling out. Facebook
need to show these users advertising,
but have fewer advertisers bidding for
ad space.
This means YOU have the chance to
get your ad seen for less.
We are seeing cost reductions of 3050%! Now is the time to shore up your
business with digital advertising.
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Running an online shop? Get
your products in front of potential

3. Build Your Mailing List

programme; loyalty programmes can

customer contact information for email

correctly. Offer VIP status to turn your

Be creative in finding ways to collect

customers. Retarget site visitors with
reminders of how great your stuff is.
In the hospitality sector? Keep people
engaged in your brand – remind them
of the experiences they have had

marketing.

repeat customers into raving fans.

The benefit of email is that you own

We all know these are tough times. It

the relationship with the customer, or
prospect. You don’t have to hope the

before and will have again.

social media algorithms are sharing
your content, or need to pay to get it

Create offers and build a database of

be incredibly popular if they are pitched

has been particularly impressive how
small businesses have embraced digital
marketing. If you haven’t yet – get on it.
Start small, get the basics right. Ask for

contact details so you can hit people

on people’s phones.

advice if you need it.

directly with these offers when your

You just need to build a database so

If you have taken on more digital

doors are open again.

that when the time comes, and the
post-lockdown bounceback occurs,

In B2B marketing? Reach your
prospects while they work from home

you are primed and ready with great

outreach, great! Now start thinking
about how you might leverage this
opportunity for when your doors can

offers and reminders of why they

open once again.

hands.

should book with you.

The full version of this article is at:

Imagine being able to cut your cost per

Doing deliveries or takeaway? Slip in

https://rfsmarketing.co.uk/digital-

and are distracted by Facebook in their

sales in half!

a voucher that incentivises them to fill

marketing-during-coronavirus/

in their contact details. Create a VIP

www.rfsmarketing.co.uk

AWARD-WINNING
DIGITAL MARKETING

Protect your business with

OUR POWERFUL DIGITAL
MARKETING SERVICES
Organic social | Paid ads | Web | SEO | Email marketing

Call: 01364 809909
Visit: rfsmarketing.co.uk
www.quaymagazine.co.uk
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Warm Up
Your Prospects

And Show Customers You Care! – An article by Gerry Bolt
The COVID-19 lockdown
has given many of us a good
deal of unplanned spare
time.

At present, we are unable to meet face-

How often do you get a ‘Real Letter’

to-face and hand out business cards,

in the post anymore, and how does

flyers, vouchers or freebies. GDPR has

it make you feel when you do? Most

put a stop to email spam, and we all

major marketing companies are looking

One simple way to put this time

know how easy it is to hit the delete

again at how to best utilise the power

button without even opening the email

of the post, and you can too.

to good use, is by constructing a
marketing plan which puts your name
on the desk of prospects, ready for
when they return to the office.

82

anyway.

Normally, we are too busy to spend

Do you remember
‘Snail Mail’, or good
old-fashioned post?

www.quaymagazine.co.uk

days writing individual letters and
envelopes, stuffing them in envelopes,
then putting on the
stamp. Now, if we spend

IN THE ZONE

just 10 minutes a day preparing 5

excess postage, it will reflect very badly

Maximise the effectiveness of your mail

letters to send out, then at the end of

on you.

campaign by staggering the posting.

the working week, we would have 25
letters, and after a month around 100,
all ready for when lockdown ends.

A ‘Standard Letter’ is currently 70p for
First Class, and 61p for Second Class.
It covers a Standard DL Envelope

Want to be more memorable? Include

(1/3 A4), or a C5 Envelope (1/2 A4).

a free promotional gift in your letter.

The maximum thickness is 5mm,

Think about including a coaster, a

the maximum weight 100g, and the

bookmark, giant paperclip, emery

maximum size 240 x 165mm.

board, fridge magnet, sticker, or credit
card USB. Each of these items is
lightweight, and easy to post. More
importantly, all of them will keep your
name on the desk, or in the pocket of,
your prospect.
A word of caution, however – be aware
of the postage trap! You must get
this correct; if the recipient has to pay

Anything over these dimensions will
class as a ‘Large Letter’, and is more
expensive, at £1.06 First Class and
83p Second Class – an avoidable 50%

Send out, say, 5 a day and include a
note in your letter which reads, ‘I will
follow up with you in a few days’. When
we are eventually back to normal (or
something like it), you will be able to
make 5 calls, every day for a month,
to what is now a warm prospect. Plus,
your existing customers will love you –
everyone loves a freebie!
Happy Prospecting!

increased cost for First Class!
Stamps are available for delivery to
your door; you can buy them online at
www.postofficeshop.co.uk or through
Amazon.

www.g3promotions.co.uk

And here’s a Top Tip for you,
handwrite the envelope!

www.quaymagazine.co.uk
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The Business of
Social Purpose

During And Beyond COVID-19 – Article by Cindy Wilcocks
As we see the devastating
impact of the global presence
of COVID-19, and feel anxieties
raise in relation to what’s
happening in the UK, it is highly
important to focus on how the
pandemic can be used as an
engine for good.

Arterne: Enriching The
Next Generation

As a Registered Mental Health Nurse

I left a senior leadership position within

in business. However, my perspective

Arterne CIC was founded in 2016, after
Virgin Care Limited (VCL). There, I was
employed as an Area Manager for Child
and Adolescent Mental Health Services

therapist, I couldn’t imagine a career
was altered, first within VCL, and then
by founding Arterne CIC, a ‘profit-forpurpose’ business, which continues with

(CAMHS), as part of a team delivering

its mission to create a better world.

NHS contracts within communities in

Businesses are increasingly unlocking

the South West region.
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of over 20 years, and a trauma-trained

www.quaymagazine.co.uk

their potential to create environmental,
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economic and social value. Leaders

significant increase in requests for help

and they are a great example of how

want to do more for communities, and

from the community. Benefiting from a

responding to a crisis has brought

have already started redefining their

large workforce of volunteers, who are

people closer together.

business purpose to include greater

in place throughout the year, Arterne

societal support – which is what we all

CIC has been able to respond rapidly

need during turbulent times like these.

to these requests.

As our health and social care systems

Some such requests have included:

start to bow under the pressures,

prescription collection and delivery to

we’ve already seen many examples of

home addresses, food and essential

how businesses have rallied around to

item delivery, grocery shopping,

support them.

financial support and guidance, and

In fact, I was at an online networking
event recently, and heard a fabulous

mental health support for people who
are affected by self-isolation.

story from a local supplier of the

This demand for support continues to

popular, handcrafted ‘Mermaid Gin’

grow significantly, and is showing no

on The Isle of Wight. As a company,

signs of slowing.

they had responded quickly to the
COVID-19 pandemic by altering what
they do, to become a large supplier of
hand sanitiser.

Arterne CIC have been able to link
with a vast network of other agencies
to offer immediate support, which has
already benefitted our communities

I thought this was a great example

tremendously. And to increase

of supporting local communities.

connectivity within these communities,

Absolutely fabulous! We want to see

Arterne CIC have also created several

more of this type of creativity and

groups on social media, that have been

evolution in business, as it places social

a great help for people so far.

purpose at the core of corporations.

The Impact of COVID-19
in UK Communities
Right now, the need for financial

support for health and well-being
services, has never been greater. While
the world has been locking down
and social distancing in an attempt
to minimise the spread of COVID-19,
many people have experienced
changes to their employment status,
limited access to food supplies, and
prolonged self-isolation, leaving them
feeling stranded, and reliant on support

One volunteer said, ‘We started
working more closely with schools at
the beginning of March, as we knew
things were looking like they were going
to change very quickly. People were
getting ill, shops had been closing, and
people were already beginning to feel
the pressures. We are already dealing
with so much deprivation and need for
mental health support.’

can your business become a positive
force in society?

Charity Versus
Charitable Aims

For many years, businesses have
self-regulated their Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) policy, which
sets out how to ‘give back’ to the
community, and gift a percentage
of their profits to good causes.
Consequently, we have seen charities
and their causes benefit from many
thousands of pounds being donated.

So, is there really a
difference between
charity and social
purpose?
I think there is, and I believe now is
the time we can all demonstrate this.
Leaders can re-evaluate what is at
the heart of their business, and their
corporate strategy could be led with a
social purpose in mind. For example,
it’s been reported that BT have had
a purpose-led transformation to, ‘use
the power of communications to make
a better world’, as they believe a

Schools are doing a great deal to

connected society is a better society.

support the children and young people

Never has this been more true, as we

who attend them, as well as the
vulnerable families who rely on their

from organisations with charitable aims

support all through the year.

and social purpose as their core values.

A group of schools linked with Arterne

Arterne CIC is one of the many

CIC in Plymouth, have been invaluable

organisations that have seen a

So, what can you do to help, and how

in their approach to supporting people,

www.quaymagazine.co.uk

stay at home to protect our NHS and
save lives.

enquiries@arterne.com
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Top Tips For Keeping
Your Business Afloat
Article by Hayley Smith

This is a very worrying time for
all, especially those working
in small and medium sized
businesses.

The biggest tip I can give is: DO NOT

Here are my top tips for helping you

STOP YOUR PR AND MARKETING!

keep your business running smoothly

There’s a lot of information coming out

But this reaction will only last a few

on the ways in which our government
will help these companies, but
alongside this, there are other things
you can do to future-proof your
business and help it keep going during
these very uncertain times.

Yes, the world is in turmoil over what’s
happening, and everyone is shocked.
more weeks, and after everyone gets
used to our new normal (which will only
be temporary), things will soon bounce
back. So why not use this time wisely
to refine your business techniques and
strategies?

www.quaymagazine.co.uk

during challenging times:

Look At The Big Picture

Take an overview of your businesses
and ask yourself, is there anything you
can change, modify, or improve which
will serve a purpose? Or perhaps you
have a fresh idea you can trial, now you
have the time?
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Plan, Plan and Plan
Some More
If you’re looking at diversifying, make
sure you don’t jump in headfirst. Work
out the details beforehand and ask – Is
it viable? Is there a target audience? Is
there a need? Do you have the capacity
and knowledge to pull it off?

Review Your Strategies For
Sales And Marketing

tooth comb to find things to improve.

strategy for your business? Or has

save on overheads?

Are you implementing the correct

something changed in the marketplace,

Can you streamline your operations and

hour of the day. These are almost
better than face to face events, as the
reach they provide is not dependent on
location.

Don’t Sacrifice Quality Just
To Keep Up

Also, there are other options you

Manage Your Cash Flow

customers. This could lead to you

opportunities. However, these are

quarantine period, talk to your creditors

services in the eyes of consumers.

without you changing your approach in
response?

If you are shut down during the

and see if you can get any payment
holidays. There are a lot of companies
out there willing to help, but you’ll need

And don’t cut costs just to get

devaluing your own products and

Utilise Any Reward Points
You’ve Saved Up

to make the first step and talk to them!

Spend those points now on things you

Sweat The Small Stuff

Look Into A Business
Exchange, Barter Or Skill
Swap Group

Usually, in business, there are always
things which take priority over others;
bigger fish to fry, as they say. You let the
little things go until you can get around
to doing them. Well, now is that time.
Evaluate your ad spend. For example,
if advertising in the 3 local parish
magazines doesn’t get you any
enquiries, why not consider all the
benefits you do receive from the ads,
and work out whether to continue?
Does the outside of your premises
need a spruce up? Why not do some
DIY! Paint the outside of the building,
cut back those branches which are
covering your signage, or remove the
weeds from the car park. Look around
your business premises with a fine88

need!

You can swap your products and/or
services for other services you need.
But research the pros and cons first,
before signing up to anything.

Be Honest About Time
Scales

It’s no crime to be saving on costs
by not opening for as many hours as
normal. Most people will understand
this, as long as you are up front about it.

Keep Networking

Even though we’re all on shutdown,
it doesn’t mean the networking has
to stop. In fact, there are now virtual
networking events held nearly every
www.quaymagazine.co.uk

can explore, such as re-financing,
investment, loans and other
measures which should only be taken if
you think you can afford to keep paying
the fees and installments.
I don’t often suggest these options
other than as a last resort, or unless
a business expansion or large project
is planned. I would also highly
recommend you speak to an expert in
business finance, before making any
decisions.
These are just a few of the things you
could do, but each individual business
is different and may require different
approaches to succeed.
If you want to have a chat about looking
in more detail at your own business, or
would like referrals to experts in a range
of different fields, feel free to pop an
email to the address below.
Email: hayley@myriadservices.co.uk
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Getting Into

Management Accounts

Getting
Into
Getting
Into
Getting
Into
Management
Accounts
Management
Accounts
Management
Accounts

The main question I get asked,
is “What are Management
Accounts?”

explains how the forecast has
been created.

business. It will show how cash
has come into the business from
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Business In The 2050s

How The Future Of Work Might Look – An article by Alex Belsey
Predictions of the future are
often wildly inaccurate.
For example, Back To
The Future promised us
hoverboards, while almost
everyone who saw Blade
Runner couldn’t wait to get
their hands on a flying car.
Unfortunately, neither are
readily available to the general
public yet, which is a crying
shame.
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Casting an eye into the future and

While this is true to an extent, the

speculating how the world may look at

popularity of 3D films is currently

that time, is never an easy task – there

declining quite significantly – as it has

are simply too many variables involved.

done several times before. Instead,

New technologies which no-one saw
coming may be pulled from the aether,
while existing fields which have
substantial growth potential, may fail to
develop as expected. A good example

consumers seem far keener to increase
the resolution they can watch their 2D
content on, which is seen in the
meteoric rise of 4K and UHD televisions
over recent years.

of this is 3D films; time and again they’ve

Personally, I always enjoy looking at

been touted as the future of the film

current trends and ideas, and

industry because production companies

considering how they may progress

have thought consumers would jump at

over time, so I can form a mental picture

the chance to become more immersed

of how the future might look if things

in the worlds that films create.

continue on their current path.
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Applying this approach to the workplace

opportunities and better working

day workweek has been suggested by

is simple enough to do, because

conditions.

a range of academics, think tanks and

recently there have been a great many
new ideas and perspectives on how the

As well as the decay of the ‘job for life’

employers.

contributing to greater flexibility for both

For example, the Exeter-based travel

employers and employees, it has

company STC Expeditions recently

caused a substantial increase in the

completed a 12 week trial of the 4 day

number of people who have become

workweek, while during the 2019 UK

self-employed, work multiple jobs, have

General Election, the Labour Party had

By considering these new ideas, and

a side-business on top of their day job,

an official policy to make the 4 day

taking the changes which have already

or take on freelance work in their spare

workweek the UK’s standard schedule,

happened in the workplace over recent

time.

before 2030.

All these factors are combining to

The logic behind working 4 days a week

produce a vast number of highly

instead of 5, is that several studies have

productive, well trained and well-

shown peoples’ productivity tends to

educated workers, who do not need to

decline after about 32 hours work per

be physically present at the office of a

week, meaning that the other 8 hours of

primary employer between the hours of

the 40 hour workweek could be given

9am and 5pm, Monday to Friday.

back to the employee with little, if any,

world of work should develop over
coming decades, proposed by
politicians, academics, think tanks and
business leaders, among others.

years one step further, this is how the
workplace of the 2050s might look…

Remote Working – The
New Normal?

Remote working is rapidly on the rise
all over the world, and the stats are
striking. For example, a 2019 study
by Forbes found that there has been
a 159% rise in remote working in the
USA since 2007, while the same study
estimates that before 2020 is over, 50%

However, many people who enjoy
working from home do not enjoy
working alone, and this has caused a
massive rise in co-working over recent

of the UK workforce will work remotely,

years.

at least part of the time.

The growth of co-working spaces looks

Allied to this development, is the decline

well-set to continue into the 2050s and

across much of the western world of the
traditional ‘job for life’, whereby
employees stayed with same employer
throughout their working life, and their
concept of career progression was
seeking a promotion within the same
company.
The reasons for this decline are complex
and multifaceted, but it is something
which has arisen in part due to the
desires of both employers – who
responded to economic recessions by
calling for greater flexibility with regards
to labour rights – and employees – who
responded to a decades-long period of
wage stagnation by becoming more
willing to switch employers (or even
careers) in search of greater

beyond if, as expected, more and more
of the workforce begin working
remotely. Indeed, as co-working spaces
become busy activity hubs populated
by skilled and enterprising people from a
variety of different backgrounds, it is
only natural that these people connect,
network and synergise with each other
– all of which means co-working spaces
could become a fertile source of fresh
innovations and vibrant new startups all
over the world, not just Silicon Valley.

The 4 Day Workweek

Even for those people who have jobs
where remote working is not an option,
changes in their working patterns may
be afoot, as the idea of switching to a 4

www.quaymagazine.co.uk

loss of productivity. In fact, a 2019 study
by Microsoft Japan found that employee
productivity actually increased by a
staggering 40% when they trialled a 4
day workweek for the duration of the
summer.
Whether a 4 day workweek is
sustainable in the long-term, not just
over a limited period of time, and to
what extent Thursday afternoons
become the new Friday afternoons with
regards to productivity, are issues which
will need to be investigated over the
coming years, and by the 2050s, we will
likely have our answer.

The Robots Are Coming
For Us All

And there’s no escape. Like it or not,
automation and technological advances
mean that sooner or later, our jobs will
be done by robots who can complete
the work quicker, cheaper and to a
better standard than we ever could.
This is not a change which will take
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industry. Across all industries and all
walks of life, the expectation is that
robots will be doing the jobs that
people currently do, within the next few
decades.
For example, a 2019 study by Oxford
Economics found that 20 million jobs
in the manufacturing industry alone
could be automated away before
2030, and that many of the people
working these jobs would then tend to
seek employment in related industries
which are also highly vulnerable to
automation.
In truth, this scenario of widespread
global job losses is not as cataclysmic
as it may appear, because ever since
capitalism has become the primary
method by which human societies have
organised their economies, innovations

place overnight, but by the 2050s,

because right now in a number of very

across an enormous range of industries

large and very important industries,

and workplaces, highly skilled custom-

robots are being developed which, by

made robots will be doing the jobs

the 2050s, will have taken the jobs of

as well as eliminating existing ones.

humans used to do.

hundreds of millions of people.

A commonly cited example of this,

This is not a new idea, nor is it a new

For example, in the USA one of the

is how the invention of social media

phenomenon. Consider the industrial

largest sources of employment for non-

revolution, when vast numbers of textile

college educated men is vehicle driving;

workers found themselves surplus to

either as a truck driver, taxi driver, Uber

requirements due to the invention of

driver, courier, or something else along

machines which could do their jobs

a similar line. Even today, self-driving

without requesting break periods, days

cars are semi-operational, and with

off or overtime pay.

the amount of research funding that is

In more modern times, think of selfcheckout machines in the supermarket,
where a dozen or more self-checkouts
can be available for customers to use,
with only one or two store assistants
being present to supervise.
The process of specially made robots
replacing people in their job roles is
called automation, and you’re going to
be hearing a lot more about it in future,
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currently being invested into making
fully functional self-driving vehicles not

and technological advancements have
created new employment opportunities,

platforms has created the job of Social
Media Manager, which is a position that
would not have been close to existing
even 20 years ago. And returning to the
example of the industrial revolution –
this is a development which created an
enormous number of new employment
opportunities in factories and mills,
while eradicating many of the existing

just a reality, but the norm, sooner

jobs in farming and agriculture.

rather than later, it seems logical to

However, the sheer scale of the

suggest that by the 2050s the vast
majority of driving jobs will be done by
robots, not humans.

No-One Is Safe!

By no means is this a phenomenon
which is unique to the automotive

www.quaymagazine.co.uk

automations which will almost certainly
come over the next few decades, may
present a challenge of the like we have
not seen before. For example, a 2015
study by the Bank of England estimated
that nearly 50% of the UK’s workforce
risk having their job automated away,
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with those most vulnerable working in

for UBI has come from groups of

admin, manufacturing, clerical, care,

people who would normally have

and customer service jobs.

diametrically opposed political views.

Crisis Management and
Free Money For All

With so many people at risk of having
not just their jobs, but their careers,
automated away, the next question that
arises is, ‘how do we respond to this?’
One potential solution which has
gained support from people on all
sides of the political spectrum, is the
idea of a universal basic income (UBI).
UBI can be defined as, ‘a model for

For example, one of the best known
modern exponents of UBI is Andrew
Yang, an American tech entrepreneur
who recently ran to be the Democratic
nominee for the 2020 presidential
election, while on the other side of the
political divide, support for UBI has
come from the neoliberal economist
Milton Friedman, and the political
scientist Charles Murray, whose
views on the issue of race relations
could generously be described as

providing all citizens of a country or

‘controversial’.

other geographic area with a given sum

It is also worth noting that the American

of money, regardless of their income,
resources or employment status,’ while
the essential principle behind UBI is
the idea that ‘all citizens are entitled to
a livable income, whether or not they
contribute to production.’
In short, in a world where huge
numbers of people will have their
livelihoods and skillsets automated
away, leaving them unable to compete
against robots in a free-market
economy, how can we ensure that
these people are still able to have a
standard of living which affords them
some dignity?
Many brilliant minds both past and
present have supported the concept of
a UBI because (among other reasons)
it could present a solution to this
problem. Some of the more well-known
supporters of UBI include: Thomas
Jefferson, Abraham Lincoln, Bertrand
Russell, Franklin Roosevelt, Margaret
Mead, Martin Luther King, Elon Musk
and Mark Zuckerberg.
It is also important to note that support

state of Alaska, which is heavily
conservative, has had a form of UBI
since 1982. Every year, residents of
Alaska receive up to $2000 simply for
living there, with barely any conditions
attached. What’s more, studies have
shown that Alaska’s UBI program
has helped to wipe out extreme
poverty in the state, without increasing
unemployment.

Releasing The Shackles

the bills and support their families?
If by the 2050s, UBI has been
successfully implemented in a number
of countries, how many people across
the world would have been able to use
the extra freedoms afforded to them
in terms of both time and finances, to
start businesses and pursue their true
calling?
With some of the pressure to pay
household bills and expenses relieved,
how many bold new services and
groundbreaking products would be
developed by skilled and educated
individuals, who all of a sudden had
more time to work on their passion
projects?

The Future Is Yours

Whatever your views are on any of
the ideas I’ve presented in this article,
it’s worth remembering that nothing
is inevitable, and that the world of the
2050s will be shaped by the actions
and desires of ordinary people, all
across the world.
As Abraham Lincoln said, ‘The best way
to predict the future is to create it.’

The relative merits of UBI, and how
it should be implemented, are issues
which require serious studying and
many more words of explanation
than I am afforded for this article, but
there is one more point which is vital
to understand in the context of UBI

alex@new-frontiers-marketing.com

and how it may affect business in the
2050s.
Consider for a second how many
frustrated entrepreneurs you know.
How many people in your life would
love to start a business if only they
weren’t so beholden to the everyday
pressures of working long hours to pay

www.quaymagazine.co.uk
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Can We Survive
Living In Isolation?
Article by Sinead Gow

As we navigate our way through
lockdown, thanks to COVID-19,
I would like to share my
thoughts on living in isolation.

anxiety attacks. So inevitably, my home

saying my last goodbyes and getting

became my both my safe place, and

her ready to leave her home that final

my prison.

time, I headed home alone.

But life, such as it was, was about to

Walking into my little flat in Glasgow, it

Let me take you back to 2013; a time

change forever. Three days before

hit me – nothing in here matters! I could

my 40th birthday on 9th March 2013,

lose it all, and it wouldn’t even come

my gorgeous, funny, strong big sister

close to the loss I had just endured.

passed away. That day, after spending

I wandered from room to room,

some time with her, gently removing

desperately trying to find something,

her jewellery, holding her hand in mine,

anything, that would give me comfort.

in my life when I had already spent
around 10 years in isolation, due to a
diagnosed Personality Disorder. The
outside was so scary to me that going
out into the world brought on extreme

www.quaymagazine.co.uk
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Very quickly, I realised that the only

things that scared me, but from those

me I had met a man who, when I told

thing which gave me any sense of

scary things, something amazing

him I needed to find work, offered me

feeling were my photographs of her.

happened. I made new friends, I came

a job, and so my journey with Bauer

Nothing else held any meaning. The

off all the horrible medication I had

Group began.

‘stuff’ I had accumulated over my life

relied on so heavily for so many years,

was meaningless.

and I made a new life for myself. I

Staring at a picture of her brought
me back to our last conversation, just
a few days earlier. We had talked of
Cornwall, of how I had loved it there,
and how when I was there, I felt alive
again, I could breathe; I was free. Free

started taking pleasure in the littlest of
things; the early morning mist on the
river, the dawn chorus, listening to the
rain and feeling the incredible power of
a storm, cups of tea with friends, and
laughing.

Within a year, I was managing Redruth
Enterprise Park, a brand new venture
for the company. I was networking,
organising viewings, negotiating leases,
working with new tenants – all the
things that had terrified me before,
were now the very things exciting me
and driving me forward. With every day

of the prison that had kept me safe in

It had been so long since I had

I felt stronger and further away from

my darkest hours, free of the fear of the

laughed, and enjoyed so many other

those dark days of my past.

outside world. Cornwall with its vast
beauty had become my saviour over
the years, and my – all too short – visits
to friends there had kept me alive.
As we talked, I said jokingly, that one
day I would love to live there, I didn’t
know how or where, but it was a nice
dream to have. The thing she said next
changed me. She said, in her typical
no-nonsense way, ‘Sinead, F’*k it! Life
is too short! Do what makes you happy!
I know I will when I’ve beaten this!’
At the time, I had just agreed, never
thinking for a minute I would actually
do it, but walking back into that prison
of mine on the day she died, I knew I
had to. She fought with every fibre of
her being to beat her ‘C word’ illness –
how dare I waste my life rotting inside,
watching life pass me by!
So that summer, I did the thing that
scared me most of all. I left home and
set off to Cornwall with all the money I
had in the world, where I bought a little
boat and had it taken to a boatyard
where I could stay. I renamed her to
include my sister’s name, and so began
my recovery from isolation to life.
Within a year, I had done many more
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wonderful things, things you cannot
buy; things that fill your soul!

Four months later, and once again my
world came crashing down and life as I

A while later, I met my soul mate and

knew it changed dramatically. But I was

left my little boat to start a new life

not alone, everyone in the world knew

together with him. We moved into our

of it, and everyone was affected by it.

cottage in the sticks and I felt strong

Coronavirus! One word, with earth-

enough to get back to work. Luckily for

shattering consequences.
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One by one, my tenants withdrew to
the relative safety of home and family,
and I found myself alone. Very quickly,
we were informed the country was
going into lockdown. So, like so many
others, I packed up my belongings
and left, thankful that I was able to
work from home. Soon though, the
feeling of being thankful faded, as my
old demons began to emerge. Worry
began to dominate my mind; my
family, so very far away, my partner,
still being asked to go into work each
day, my tenants (how would they
survive this?), the site I was so proud
to work in (would I ever be able to
fill it?), all the wonderful friends I had
made networking, will their businesses
survive?
I could see it happening, I was by now
an expert on my own mental health
and so I knew I could not let it take
hold. I could not go back to those
dark days. I had so much to live for
now, and after all, I was doing it for my
sister, I couldn’t let her down. So back
to basics. Back to the little things. I
started each day trying to find just one
little thing that would make me smile, or
take my mind off the second dreaded
‘C’ word to change my life.
So whether it is waking up every
morning with my love beside me and
knowing he is safe, or seeing him
cutting the grass, our cat popping onto
my lap for a quick cuddle, squirrels

visiting, the birds singing in the trees,

the COVID-19 lockdown. I am taking

sunlight on my face, the wild flowers

this time to not only reflect, but also

blossoming all around, or the many,

to plan. The future holds so many

many more little things that before I

possibilities! For me personally, I have

may have taken for granted. These are

a life full of love to carry on, friends and

now the very things that enable me to

family here to catch up with, trips home

get through each day and keep the

to Glasgow to hug family and friends, a

darkness at bay.

life to live – and to live to the fullest!

These little things have led to bigger

My advice is simple, do the things that

and better things – I have discovered

scare you. They may not all work out,

that I can still network. I can keep in

but I am living proof that they can give

touch with all the people I had met

amazing results. And find your little

through Your Partnerships. Not only

things, the things that money can’t buy;

that, but with online networking I can

the things that feed your soul.
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A company of expert HR Consultants.
Based in Newton Abbot, Devon we provide outsourced
Human Resources services to help all sized
businesses, just like yours.

Westcountry hr
Providing Clear Precise HR Advice
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Lying Low

A Daily Exercise To Protect Your Back – Article by Jennifer Davy
Most people hold a huge
amount of residual tension
in their back muscles. As a
result, some will feel pain and
discomfort, while the vast
majority won’t even realise it
is there.
Even if you don’t notice it, the impact
will be causing you wear and tear,
along with fatigue. The only way
to really rest your back is to stop
supporting your weight for a bit, i.e.
to lie down.

Providing you can make yourself

minutes for your discs to recover their

comfortable and that you’re not

optimum shape, and for the vertebral

heavily pregnant, lying semi-supine is

muscles to relax. You are welcome

a very useful daily exercise.

to stay there for longer, but be aware

Whether you are young or old,
healthy or unhealthy, busy or
restless, your back supports you in
all your activities, and will appreciate
the chance to recover. You can
experiment with the time of day when
resting it feels most beneficial – either
first thing in the morning, part way
through the day, or last thing at night.
When you lie down, it takes only 10
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that this exercise only needs to take
10 minutes of your time.

Taking The Position

Lie down on a firm surface (a thickly
carpeted floor is good – the lawn
will work if it’s nice and sunny!),
then bend your knees upwards and
towards you while keeping your feet
on the ground, pulling them as close
to your body as is comfortable.

HEALTH | ISSUE # COVID-19
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Your feet should be far enough apart

easily adjusted, to find the perfect

Starting from the tips of your toes,

– about shoulder width – for the legs

height.

work up to the top of your head.

Next, let your arms rest on the floor

Alexander Technique teachers use

with the palms of your hands on your

this semi-supine position to show

midriff, or by your sides.

people how to improve their neuro-

to balance with minimum effort, your
knees neither falling apart, nor pulling
together.
Support your head on something
which is comfortable, but not too
soft, while avoiding contact with your
neck. The ideal height will vary from
person to person, depending on
several factors, such as the length of

Keeping In Shape

What to do while you’re in this
position? You can chat, listen to
music, meditate, let the cat or dog
snuggle up close, make plans for the

their neck or the shape of their head.

rest of your day, or sunbathe.

If your head is too high, your chin

Reading a book or watching TV isn’t

will press into your throat, and if your
head is too low, it will tilt backwards,
hindering muscular release in your

ideal, as these activities will cause
some stiffening of the sub-occipital
muscles, which therefore makes

back. The optimum height for you

them counter-productive.

will be somewhere between these

You could also try focusing on your

two extremes. Alexander Technique
teachers tend to use a pile of thin
paperback books, which can be

breathing, and letting every bit of
yourself become heavy and relaxed.

www.quaymagazine.co.uk

muscular coordination. If you’ve had
AT lessons before, you can go ahead
and use the opportunity to practice
your direction and inhibition.
Lying in the semi-supine position is
one of the best things you can do to
look after yourself and your back, so
I always recommend that clients add
it to their list of important things to do
for healthy living, along with eating
good food, exercising, socialising
with friends, keeping in touch with
family, and many other of life’s simple
pleasures!
www.jennyskinner.at
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CARDIAC ARREST
and COVID-19

Would You Know What To Do? – Article by Karen Hutchison
When we wake each morning,
probably the first thing
most of us think about is
the Coronavirus, and how it
continues to affect all aspects
of our life.

A cardiac arrest is where the heart

This updated guidance advises against

suddenly stops, and if nothing is done

performing rescue breaths (commonly

to quickly help the casualty, they will

called ‘mouth to mouth resuscitation’).

Even during this turbulent time, it’s
important to consider that other health
issues do not stop just because of
the Coronavirus – people are still
having strokes, heart attacks, life

not survive.

If someone falls unconscious and is

In this situation, you should of course

not breathing normally, do NOT put

call the emergency services; however,

your face close to theirs. Call for an

we don’t want to wait for them to

ambulance and use material like a

arrive. Given the current demands on

cloth, or some form of clothing, and

our ambulance service, they may not

lay it over the unconscious person’s

be able to reach us as quickly as they

mouth and nose to reduce the risk of

normally would, and every second

transmitting infection.

threatening asthma attacks, and other

counts!

serious medical emergencies. For

The Resuscitation Council UK, the

tempo of “Stayin’ Alive” and use a

UK’s resuscitation experts, have

Public Defibrillator (AED) if available.

example, in each given year, there are
approximately 30,000 cardiac arrests,
which will take place out of hospital
and are totally unrelated to COVID-19.
Given the current restrictions we’re all
having to live through, the likelihood
is we will see a rise in the number of

Start chest compressions to the

issued updated COVID-19 guidance
when performing CPR in an out of

DO NOT do mouth to mouth!

hospital situation. They are urging
people to familiarise themselves with
these key skills, in case they need to
help a loved one in need.

cardiac arrests happening at home.

www.khfirstaidtraining.co.uk
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The Growing Trend Of

Mental Wellbeing

Article By Simon Centofanti (MA Applied Psychology, Coaching Psychology)
Looking at the Importance
of Employee Wellbeing
When we are discussing Mental
Wellbeing, what we are really
talking about is Mental Health.
And when we talk about mental
health, we are (more often than
not), discussing mental illhealth.
Mental ill-health has long been the
focus of stigma and misunderstanding.
We have come a long way since
‘lunacy’ was seen as madness, brought
on ‘by moonlight’, and our more
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recent shameful history of the asylum

2018, Masculinity and Affect: New

where depression, homosexuality

Possibilities, New Agendas).

and schizophrenia were all treated
as ‘illnesses’, broadly classified as
insanity. Sadly, mentally ill people have
been ostracised by society in previous
generations.
Our shameful past relationship with
mental health has not quite been
put right yet – it is still tainted with
misconception and stigma. It has been
speculated that our ‘stiff upper lip’
culture acts as a powerful inhibitor in
men opening up about their emotions
and state of mind (Reeser and Gottzén,

www.quaymagazine.co.uk

Until recently, Psychology was
concerned primarily with what was
wrong with the mind, focusing its
attention on the treatment of the
seriously mentally ill.
However, the way mental health
is viewed in psychology now has
changed a great deal. Our scientific
understanding of its implications on,
not just the individual, but our society
as a whole, has grown significantly.
Positive Psychology, or what is often
referred to as the ‘Fourth Wave

ISSUE # COVID-19 | HEALTH

of Psychology’, now focuses on:

adequately monitored or supported

This, now negative, stress build-up is

wellbeing, contentment, excitement,

consistently.

reinforced by:

Let’s take the hypothetical case of ‘Bill’,

1. Feelings of not being able to

as an example:

communicate this to friends or loved

cheerfulness, the pursuit of happiness
and finding meaning in life. It is
important to mention here that the First,
Second and Third Waves (The Disease
Model, Behaviourism, and Humanistic
Psychology), are not to be cast aside.
Their roles in Psychology’s evolution
were critical, but crucially, their focus
was on what can go wrong with the
mind, or how the mind worked in
general.
This new approach viewed Psychology
as something which is relevant to
everyone, with the aim of helping the
individual to explore ways of making
life the best it

Bill works in middle-management at an
insurance firm. Bill has a fair amount of
responsibility throughout his working

ones, due to stigma, or not wanting
to ‘burden’ anyone else (i.e. societal
shortfalls and stigma).

life, and this causes some stress. This

2. Not knowing strategies to cope with

low amount of stress isn’t bad for Bill;

and regulate this increased stress,

he feels slightly pushed and motivated

often resulting in negative coping

to perform, and when he finishes work,

mechanisms, which can make the

he feels able to unwind sufficiently, so

situation worse, such as excessive

he can go back into work and start

drinking (i.e. lack of education).

again the next day.

3. Continuing/increasing pressures and

Something changes – this could be at

lack of support systems at work (i.e.

home or at work – that increases Bill’s

shortfalls in work and office culture).

stress to an unhealthier level.

can be; in other

This is a hypothetical situation;
however, it highlights common

words, helping

issues that lead to what is known as

people flourish.

‘Common Mental Health Disorders’,

Research has

such as anxiety, depression and

shown that

chronic stress.

most of us, at

So How Does This Affect Us?
Is It Such A Big Deal?

some time in our
lives, experience
states of mental

The toll on human life and emotion

ill-health,

is unparalleled, since the destructive

whether it is

knock-on effects spread far throughout

in the form

our society; not to mention the

of stress,

consequential physical health problems

bereavement, depression, anxiety etc.
Not all cases are serious, but most
cases go unnoticed, and tend to be
dismissed as ‘one of those things
we all have deal with’. With good
coping mechanisms, tools to help
boost resilience, and a supportive
environment, most of these cases can
be met and diminished. Unfortunately,

For Example:

such as high blood pressure, heart

1. A new senior manager might start

disease, diabetes, alcoholism etc.

encouraging unhealthy office practices,

The Department of Health states,

such as staying late and working on
weekends (during Bill’s usual unwinding
time).

‘Mental ill-health is the single
largest cause of disability in the UK,
contributing up to 22.8% of the total

2. A stress-provoking event at home,
such as domestic or family issues.

due to lack of education, existing

This build-up of stress creates a

stigma on the subject, and shortfalls

cumulative effect; whereby instead of

in our societal and workplace cultures’

being motivating, the stress becomes

ability to support employees’ mental

oppressive.

burden, compared to 15.9% for
cancer…’- and the effects do not stop
there. On average, mental ill-health
costs the UK economy over £90 billion
annually (Health and Safety Executive
2018 – 2019 National Statistics).

health, many Wellbeing cases are not

www.quaymagazine.co.uk
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Without surprise then, the toll spreads

announcing in 2010 that, ‘...You’ve

to encourage a general increase in

into our workspaces. The adverse

got to take practical steps to make

wellbeing, including methods such as:

effects of ‘blips’ of mental ill-health

sure government is properly focused

amongst the healthy population

on our quality of life, as well as our

(such as Bill), are plainly visible in our

economic growth...’. He emphasised

public health statistics. In 2018/19,

the importance of increasing wellbeing,

depression, anxiety and stress

due to its positive influence on our

accounted for 44% of all work-related

society, and therefore, the economy.

ill-health cases and almost 50% of all

In the current challenging economic

increase resilience.

working days lost due to ill-health (HSE

and political climate, it could be argued

2018 – 2019). The sheer cost of mental

that this growing trend has become a

• Providing supportive environments to

ill-health is unaffordable in so many

necessity.

ways.

What Is Being Done About It?
What Can We Do?

health, as well as awareness to reduce
stigma.
• Providing effective coping measures
to help people cope with illness and

facilitate improvement of mental health.

Wellbeing has become a ‘buzzword’,
and initiatives to increase overall
wellbeing are becoming more
commonplace. While this is a good

The demand for wellbeing interventions,

thing, we have still much to learn about

workshops and initiatives is growing

the importance of nurturing wellbeing

rapidly. There has been a drive

throughout society, as well as in the

towards enhancing the country’s

workplace. It is hard to ignore the fact

overall wellbeing, notably with the

that preventative measures to reduce

former Prime Minister David Cameron

the effects of mental ill-health are vital
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• Providing education on mental ill-
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COVID-19

Online Therapy
Coaching and
Hypnosis
I can offer you:

SPECIAL
OFFER
All bookings made now
during this unprecedented
time, either online or faceto-face when allowed, will
attract a Bonus Session,
Focus Journal and
personally tailored audio

• Techniques to use in any emotional

recording.

situation
• Processes to reduce and sometimes
completely remove chronic, persistent
pain
• Therapeutic hypnosis and coaching
sessions for fears. phobias, anxiety,
depression and addictive behaviours
• Ways to focus on what you can, rather
than what you can’t do to help yourself

Kate Guest
Contact Kate at:
info@kate-guest.co.uk

• Ongoing follow up and support
• EMDR (Eye Movement Sensitisation
and Reprocessing)

kate-guest
kateguestcoach

www.quaymagazine.co.uk

www.kate-guest.co.uk
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Home Working:
A Real Pain in The Back
An article by Paul Skinner

What strange times we live in.
I am deeply impressed with
the way everyone is doing
their best to get on with life.
There will always be idiots, or
people who think they know
better, but overall, we’re doing
ourselves proud as a nation.
Staying in, staying safe, looking
out for each other and our
communities.

For me, the most terrifying thing was
how quickly everything changed. I got
up one morning to go and work in,
and improve on, my viable business
– a business I’ve been nurturing and
growing for a year and a half, which is
making money and making a difference
to those who use it. A business which
I knew was fragile, due to its youth
and low-ish turnover, but one which
I believed had a future, and would
continue to grow and support me and
my partner.
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Then, in 24 hours, it all went Pete Tong.
So here I am now in the spare room
with a crappy laptop, a Giffgaff sim
card, a dog playing tug of war with
himself, and my partner demonstrating
a disappointingly poor taste in music:
Dark Side Of The Moon is the greatest
album ever, but as it turns out, he’s
never heard of it.
But you know what? It’s not so bad.
People need to sit down, so they’re still
calling me for chairs. The government’s

HEALTH | ISSUE # COVID-19

financial aid will see that Backworld
remains on the High Street, I don’t
need to worry about what to wear,
and I don’t need to open the shop at a
particular time. I do however, need to
make some adjustments to my spare
room, but that’s no biggie.
I learnt long ago not to stress about
things you can’t change. As a wise
man once said, ‘If you can’t change
your situation, change your attitude
towards it.’
However, what we can change, is how
comfortable we are while working from
home. For better or worse, most of us
are in the habit of checking emails while
sat at the dining table, or on the sofa,
which means we’re spending longer in
those positions. Hands up, how many
of you have chronic backache right
now?
The Health and Safety Executive’s
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screaming at you to make adjustments.
Clearly, most people reading this will be
running a small business, and at times
of stress we keep what little money we
have in the bank, not go spending it on
expensive new chairs – so adapt and
overcome.
For example, if you have an office with
a half-decent chair, laptop stand and/or
other equipment, go and bring it home,
if possible.
There’s a few vital things you need from
a high-quality office chair, to properly

as relevant today with our ipads, as it
was to my dad in 1992, with his big
box green screen. They’ve even made
a COVID-19 update for homeworkers,
and while the providers of assessment
services and equipment have raced to
Linkedin with advice and videos on safe
working practices, the HSE have done
a great job themselves.
I do disagree with this following line of
theirs though: ‘However, there is no
increased risk from DSE work for those
working at home temporarily’.
That’s because if you work at your
dining table or sofa, with a laptop for
20 minutes or longer, your back will be

These are more problematic. Most
of us walk into the store, spend 15
minutes standing with the salesman
looking at it, 2 minutes sitting on it
(guilty, your honour), then the next
10 years stuffing pillows under our
backsides to make it viable for an
evening of Netflix. Add to that the
stresses brought by trying to work on

holiday.

When sitting, your feet need to be
flat on the floor. If not the floor, then
something. And at the same time, your
forearms and wrists need to be parallel
with the floor – elbows at 90 degrees,
so there’s no height difference between
On a height adjustable task chair, this

the text is very prescient, and is just

Sofas

Height

Equipment still apply to every

the train. Although written in 1992,

everywhere, and always use it.

one, and our osteopath has suddenly

the elbows and the desktop.

at a desk in an office, at home, or on

be deployed in seconds – you’ll take it

support your back.

regulations for Display Screen
employee, whether they’re working

your bag with the computer, and can

is easy to achieve; on a dining room
table and chair, it is not. Perhaps sit on
a pillow to get your torso at the correct
height, and put your feet on that old
recipe book your mum bought you
when you started uni, which you’ve
never used.
A cushion or rolled-up yoga mat behind

earned enough for their next Caribbean
I did experiment using the ironing
board as a height adjustable desk, but
it wasn’t really working. Some wellplaced cushions and a couple of books
on your lap and under your computer
will help, but really the sofa is not a
viable option for work.

Movement

Always important. 5 minutes an hour
is usually recommended. I’d say with a
dining room set-up, 15 minutes an hour
walking the cat around the garden is
going to be necessary.

Make Some Time For Yoga

your back, will enhance support.

Instructors are amongst the smallest

Your Screen

many of them are trying to keep their

your eyes. So laptop users will either

them, and maybe tip their cup if you

The top of it still needs to be level with
need to plug in an ancillary screen

and most vulnerable businesses, yet
profile up with free online sessions. Use
can.

and use the laptop keyboard, or raise
the laptop on a toolbox, and plug in a
separate keyboard and mouse. If I were
to invest a small amount of cash here,

info@backworld.co.uk

it would be on a laptop stand. A good
one weighs almost nothing, slips into
www.quaymagazine.co.uk
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Beat The Boredom
An article by Bill Robinson

It’s easy to get bored while we’re

English life. Like the UK version of ‘The

films by the legendary ‘Studio Ghibli’. This

spending days on end indoors, and it

Office’ in tone (with Charlie Cooper and

includes a raft of what are considered to

can be easy to get bogged down with all

Mackenzie Crook’s strikingly similar

be some of the finest animated features

the negativity surrounding the ongoing

characters), This Country is a funny and

of all time, such as ‘Spirited Away’ and

COVID-19 pandemic. Thankfully,

engaging reflection on our unique island.

‘Princess Mononoke’.

these days we have endless streaming

Netflix also has several Oscar-nominated

services, free or otherwise, that can

original movies; ‘Marriage Story’, with

keep us entertained, optimistic and

Adam Driver and Scarlett Johansson,

inspired, during these unprecedented

for example, and a personal favourite of

circumstances. So, here are a few

mine ‘Uncut Gems’, which features a

recommendations from across the

career-defining performance by Adam

spectrum of streaming services.

Sandler.

If you don’t have a Netflix or Amazon

A show that has flown under the radar is

subscription, there are plenty of free

Moving past the BBC, ITV’s three-part

alternatives to choose from. BBC iPlayer

drama ‘Quiz’ takes an interesting look

has several award-winning box-sets

back at the events surrounding Charles

on it, all completely free to watch.

and Diana Ingram’s incredible and highly

‘Fleabag’, written by and starring Phoebe

questionable success on ‘Who Wants to

Waller-Bridge, has been one of my

be a Millionaire?’ in 2001. The drama is

favourite British TV shows in years. With

a great mix of intense and gripping, but

a staggering 100% score on Rotten

it doesn’t take itself too seriously, due to

Tomatoes, Fleabag balances being

the insanity of the original story, which

incredibly funny and surprisingly heartfelt,

gives Quiz a great tone. It’s also uniquely

while always remaining completely

ambiguous and vague about the events

unfiltered. Provided you have a taste for

which took place on that episode in the

‘The Simpsons’.

inappropriate humour, this 12-episode

early 2000s, allowing you to make up

show shouldn’t be missed!

your own mind.

For decades, film and TV have provided

‘This Country’ is another hilarious BBC

On to the paid streaming services.

TV show, this time in the form of a
mockumentary about bog-standard,

‘Dunkirk’, a film I rated very highly back
in 2017, is now on Netflix. It is perhaps
the finest war film of the decade, and
a great film about Britons being brave
and fighting adversity under astonishing
circumstances.
On a completely different note, Netflix
recently added an enormous amount of
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Netflix’s original series ‘Night on Earth’, a
stunning nature documentary about, well,
night on Earth.
Finally, Disney+ launched about a month
ago in the UK, and contains a ludicrous
amount of blockbuster content: all the
Marvel and Star Wars movies, as well as
every Pixar and Disney animation. The
service also features hours of National
Geographic content and every episode of

escapism for people going through
difficult times, and there’s never been a
better time to get into a great film, or a
gripping show.
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